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For a number of years now, University
College Nairobi has felt the need for a
long-term plan for the physical development
of the College. The lack of such a detailed
plan has meant in the past, ad hoc arrange-
ments for the siting of new buildings and
for the allocation of areas for specific
development, whether academic, administra-
tive or residential.

Emphasis was given to this by our Chairman
in his foreword to our document IICapital
Requests 1967-70" submitted to the
Conference on the University of East Africa
held here in Nairobi in October 1967, when
he wrote:

There is now a clear need for a long-term
development plan, not only for future
growth of Departments and for new Faculties
but also a plan which will include a land
use development objective for existing
sites as well as additional land of which
future need is indisputable".

We are most grateful to the Danish Govern-
ment for the interest it showed at this
Conference in our development plan and in
particular about the need for a physical
development master plan. In addition to
granting financial support for a building
to house our Faculty of Architecture,
Design~nd Development, the Danish Govern-
ment encouraged us to submit proposals for
the physical plan.

Accordingly we consulted a Danish planning
office, Peter Bredsdorff Associates, and a
Danish firm of Architects, Poul Kjaergaard
Associates (architects for the Architecture
Faculty Building) and with them worke~out
proposals for a paper and budget 'for 'a
long-term plan consisting of a preliminary
report and a final report which it."1s Doped
will be ready in about a year1s time.

These proposals were subrnltted to the
Danish Government and in April, a grant was
made to cover the first six months of the
work up to the presentation of the prelimi-
nary report. We wish to record here our

sincere thanks and appreciation to the
Danish Government for this additional
donation and further evidence of their
interest in our development.

In June, Professor Peter Bredsdorff and
Professor Poul Kjaergaard with colleagues
from their firms visited the College and
had a number of meetings and discussions
with various College committees as well as
with officials of the Municipality of
Nairobi and the Kenya Government.

This provides in brief the background to
this Preliminary Report.

We have also asked our planners if they
would, in addition, provide us with more
detailed views on the siting and appearance
of some of the buildings which are of
immediate importance and for which finance
is available. These questions have been
dealt with in one of the appendices of the
report.

We wish now to express our thanks to the
planners for the work undertaken so far. We
are confident of the part the plan will
playas we deliberate and map out the future"
growth of our institution. We are confident
that this Report when presented in September
will be received positively by all con-
cerned the Ministry of Education, the
Treasury, the Uinistry of Economic Planning
and Development, the lIinistry of Lands and
Settlements and by the College and it is
our sincere hope that the next phase, the
work on the final report, will proceed
without any break after receipt of the
preliminary report.
For this we will look to the Danish Govern-
m~nt for their continued assistance and

'support.

Arthur T. Porter
Principal
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SUMMARY

The main conclusion of this report
there are strong reasons to support
continued central location of the University
College Nairobi, vis-a-vis the City of
Nairobi and its life.

In all places where higher education is in
progress, one important common feature seems
to be the attempt to group as many different
disciplies as possible in one locality. Such
concentration permits a better and greater
utilization of lecturers, special equipment
and common facilities. As experience shows,
new disciplines are constantly emerging in
between the traditional ones, and will con-
tinue to do so. Furthermore this sort of
concentration is bound to provide fertile
ground for creating new patterns of educati-
on and research. If the advantages of
concentrating disciplines in terms of
locality are fully to be reaped, the build-
ings must be laid out in a manner permitting
variations in the uses of the available
floor space. In order to meet different
faculty demands, often unforeseen and
growing at different rates, this type of
flexibility is essential. Furthermore the
lay-out must be concentrated in orde~to
reduce internal lengths of circulation as
much as possible. In fact, many new universi-. .
ty lay-outs are tending towards ~his sort of
high concentration. This means that, even in
the case of explosive university development,
growth can be much more efficiently
organized and controlled. The recent rise in
student numbers at the U.C.N. has been a
surprise to all the authorities concerned.

In spite of this trend in recent years, a
trend strongly influenced by Africanization
in education and government, it is doubtful
that this rate of growth can form the basis
for long-term projections. Furthermore, in
view of the fact that important new faculti-
es have been placed on campuses which are
detached from the existing College premises,
a relatively small increase in space demands
within the Central Campus areas is likely to
be the outcome of short-term projections.

The report states that around the Main Cam-
pus and Choromo there are r-eLa t i.v eLy large
portions of undeveloped ground, with the
result that the space requirements may
well be met for many years to come, using
a fairly concentrated lay-out. If the pos-
sibility of extending the University Col-
lege in the areas around the existing Cam-
pus had not existed, it would have been
necessary to consider large scale re-lo-
cation, e.g.: in the area North of the
Karura Forest which, in fact, has been
offered to the University College. The
authors of this report consider the latter
solution to be less favourable. For many
years the large distances separating the new
and the old campus would be a source of
eonsiderable inconvenience. It seems
economically sound to have the existing and
usable buildings forming the nucleus of a
future and more comprehensive scheme. It is
also sound for 'a ~niversity to be in immedi-
ate contact with the community later to be
served by the young people being educated
there, rather than isolating them in ivory
towers.
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Chapter I of the report outlines the present
situation. The buildings of the University
College, like those of so many other univer-
sities, are scattered over a wide area:
there are at present the Main Campus, Choro-
mo, Kenyatta Hospital, Kabete and the School
for Adult Studies at Kikuyu.

However, the greater part of the university
premises are to be found close to and on the
Main Campus and contain the bulk of stu-
dents, lecturers and administrative functi-
ons. This latter campus area is situated in
the centre of Nairobi, on the border of the
down town concentration of shops, busin~sses,
administration (government) and cultural
activities, The Main Campus has room for
further development, especially if the "Jor-
folk Hotel is acquired by the U.C.lr. These
reserves, however, are regarded as necessary
for special purposes. Functions strongly
orientated towards the City and towards this
nuclear part of the U.C.N. should have
priority of claim to this land. In spite of
the disturbing nature of a number of arteri-
al roads (the Uhuru Highway, University Way
and the projected highway north-east of the
Faculty of Engineering, and in spite of
increasing parking problems, this Campus
area is singled out as an area that must
develop its potential to form part of the
City for the mutual benefit of students,
staff, certain special university instituti-
ons and gatherings, and for the benefit of
Nairobi itself.

The students' Halls of Residence have een
located on the slopes of Hospi"tal Hill,
facing the Main Campus west of the Uhuru
Highway, and screened from the latter by
sports fields and Central Park. The
surrounding premises are mainly occupied by
public amenities such as schools, churches
etc. and by private low density residential

properties. This land is, in principle,
favourable for University development. To-
day no more than 8 fo of the students live
outside the Halls of Residence, and this
percentage is decreasing. The only means of
internal communication between the Halls
and the Faculties is along a pedestrian path
connected to the Main Campus through a
tunnel running under the Uhuru Highway.

In the Choromo area, which is topographical-
ly separated from tne 1;ain Campus as well as
from the Halls, a number of faculty and
laboratory buildin~s have been, or are in
the proceFs of bei~ DU1_t to house students
of b10logy, meC1Cl~e and veterinary science.
~ving to steep slopes and cleft cuttings,
only a limited portion of this area is
sU1table for buiLdinp purposes of an econo-
mic, rational and ~Lpxlble nature. These 3
sectors of the Central Campus (i.e. the lIain
Campus, Ho spi tal ,.111 and ohor-omo ) are
connected by the flat land around the rivers.
The major part of thlS land belongs to the
U.C.N. but is not suitable to build on in
view of foundation costs generated by the
presence of black cotton soil and exessively
steep contours. Furthermore this land is
susceptible to disturbance from both the
Uhuru Highway and a projected highway between
Hospital Hill and Choromo.

In order to throw light upon the possibili-
ties of development within the total area, a
rough mapping of the area has been carried
out, dealing with foundation problems, risk
of flooding, steep slopes, and existing
systems of power distribution.

In order to be able to illustrate the oppor-
tunities for the University gradually to
take over areas which may create a better
connection. between the central campuses and
th Halls of Residence, the report tries to
Lrrter-pr-e t the existing ownerships and
property values around and between the Cen-
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tral Campus areas, based on information from
the Commissioner of Lands and Settlements.

In accordance with negotiations with the
Government Town Planning Advisor and the
Senior Planning Officer of Nairobi an
attempt has been made to explain the main
principles for the future development of the
city relevant to this report, principles
which, e.g. by choice of a main development
axis and by establishing relief centres, are
consistent with current town planning ideas
in other countries.

Besides the physical conditions for plan-
ning, information is given about t[,e present
development of the individual xacult'e ut
the existing University College, including
numbers of students,

Finally, the report contains a short out-
line of building activities alre&dy carried
out, and of the act~v~ties plar~ed ~or the
next few years, based on the investment
plan.

Having dealt with the existing conditions
and planning efforts in chapter I, ccapter
II reflects upon future conMitions. It must
be admitted that it has only been possible
to point towards some conceivable trends of
development.

In 1970 the University College may become
the University of Kenya involving important
changes in existing conditions. This wi~l,
of course, depend upon the political era-.luation of the situation. Whether the aim
will be to enlarge the university in Nairobi
with new faculties or to create ano~he;
university college in an other part of the
country, it will influence' the speed of
development in Nairobi, but the authors of
the report have nevertheless found it neces-
sary to consider the first mentioned
possibility, i.e. that the authorities will

choose to add as much strength and effi-
ciency as possible to the one existing
university, and at a much later date to have
it supplemented with regional colleges.

What has been attempted is to combine these
alternatives with other assumptions which
are equally uncertain - ranging from a
Eradual continuation of the Erowth of the
pxisting faculties to a reduction of the
number of students within certain faculties
commensurate with qn increase in other fa-
culties who will supply more skilled people
where the neeCl is I':reatest,in ap-riculture
and Lndus t ry :.'orexamp..c,

-ased upon some r;er.erc.lviews of such a
nature the renort has estimated some
maximum and mu ,imum numbers of students in
the centr~l '~Pdse~ botn on q short-term
and on a long-term basic (6 ycars and 20
years).

197::> no .Less t.r.an .40C students and no
more than 3.300 students.

199') no less ,,!lan4.000 students and no
more than 1~.000 students (?).

A statement more detailed than these rough
estimates would hardly yield anything but
false security.

Even in the older countries, with relatively
slow development, nigher eaucation has been
characterized during the last few years by
unforeseen growth, changes of social struc-
ture, e~c. ~he main objective must be to
~eep possibilities open - including the
possibility of developments that differ from
t aditional patterns.

It has been assumed that the majority of
students (including senior students and
researcn fellows) should be accommodated
within the planning-area, while it has been
assumed tha the existing obligation of
procuring ho~sing for teaching staff should
be gradually given up.
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Chapter III is the main section on the
Master Plan.
Some basic assumptions have been made, viz.,
a) Main Campus should not be abandoned just

to avoid traffic problems etc. Its close
relation to the city is of a sufficient-
ly positive value that future extensions
of the university should have the closest
possible connection to Main Campus.
Attention is called to one example of
university planning, shown in appendix
B from the University of Edinburgh.
There, however, it is much more costly
to preserve the integration with the
city than is the case in Nairobi where
possibilities of extending are at hand.

b) The future lay-out of buildings for
educational purposes should be relative-
ly highly concentrated. In the fore-
seeable future it is reckoned that pede-
strian traffic will be dominant within
the Central Campus area keeping in mind
the extension of the area.

c) The future extensions should - as far as
possible - be arranged as a linear
development allowing for the possibility
of IIprolongation of the band" thus en-
abling changes in use of the different
sections of lithe bandll, - and preferably
also allowing for possibilities of
IIbroadening the band" in order to avoid
constant re-locations.

d) In order to obtain sufficient mobility
within such a linear development (well-
known from other uni versi ty develop-
ments) the use of simple starrdardized
buildings is self-evident.(.

e) Various common facilities, like kios~s,
club premises, exhibitions premises~

~etc. should be located' along the main
pedestrian spine; which should be made
attractiv~ - not only by offering
various and changing activities, but
also by providing shelter from rain and
sun.

f) The hostels should be in close contact
with lithe band" but need not form one
continuous area. An outspoken separation
of male and female students or of students
from different faculties is not advocated.

Then follows an attempt to state some reason-
able densities for educational buildings and
hostels, and, based upon the prognoses of
chapter II, the demand for areas of these
two categories is illustrated for the periods
1969-1975 and 1976-1995.

Two main models with several variations have
been examined on basis of such conditions.
Both models are able to function with an al-
most immediate layout of university build-
ings \'lestof Uhuru Highway, facing Main Cam-
pus and using the existing pedestrian tunnel
as a link during the first stage.

a) One model bends lithe band" towards
:Iorth, West of the existing men's
hostels towards Choromo.

b) An other model leads lithe band!! towards
West in a more rectilinear manner, right
up to State House Road, and which accepts
Choromo as being a precinct of the uni-
versity with possibilities of extensions
for the faculties in question.

The conclusion of the analysis is that model
a) is preferable in spite of the fact that
direct physical contact between university
functions on Hospital Hill and Choromo will
never be achieved thanks to topography and
the traffic network of the City. It is of
extreme importance to bring the centre of
gravity of the University nearer to Choromo
in order to reduce the distances isolating
it. One of the arguments against model b) is
its inevitable interference with Nairobi
Primary School and the valuable private
properties in this part of Hospital Hill.

The two long-term models include a common
£ir t stage (two trienniums) covering 1)
a cQmpletion of Main Campus, and 2) an
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incipient university development and a
continued development of hostels West of
Uhuru.

This stage has been described in greater
detail (scale 1:2.5000) and covers proposals
for the final location of the Central Cater-
ing Unit and for the siting of the Educatio-
nal Building, the Faculty of Architecture,
the Faculty of Science, and the proposed
swimming pool, etc. Furthermore there is a
more detailed proposal for land use, and an
outline for a local road and parking system.
As regards the ensuing stages, the report
conludes with a preliminary Master Plan
with proposals for zoning, road pattern, and
land I1claimsl1•

Two appendices have been added with the
object of detailing and clarifying certain
aspects of this report.

Appendix A
I1Basic view points on the planning of uni-
versi tLe s"

written by 1tr. Jan Schroeder, secretary to
the Danish Principals' Association. This
paper lays out in general terms the trends
of modern university planning and develop-
ment, emphasizing the importance of physical
concentration and flexibility. Furthermore
the author stresses the present fluid situa-
tion of development in university education
where entirely new types of training are
emerging in between and across the traditi-
onal faculty boundaries.

Appendix B
I1Examples of University Plansl1

describing in figures and drawings co~,
temporary university development plans.
Attention is drawn to the University of
Edinburgh in particular, where the~xt~nsion
of the old central university has been adop-
ted in preference to relocation in spite of
the extremely heavy costs involved when
redeveloping a central urban area.

POSTSCRIPT

This preliminary study is the result of a
few months work. A short visit in Nairobi
where officials of the U.C.il., thc Nairobi
City and the Kenya Government were consulted
Vias an io.por.tant,but far too small part of
this work.
To venture presenting a proposal for a de-
velopment plan so soon has tViOmain reasons:

1. The U.C.N. needs i=ediate advice on the
final siting of a number of buildings to
be constructed in the near future. It
would be irresponsible to site those
buildings outside the comprehensive con-
text of a development plan.

2. An interim presentation of the Universi-
ty's anticipated development will help
clarify and define problems, correcting
errors and debatable points present in
this study. Thus will the ground be pre-
pared for the later rrubmission of an
adjusted and adapted plan.

It is the wish of the U.C.:J. to have such
a thoroughly prepared plan, a plan which
will express realistically the U.C.N.'s own
demand for development in correlation with
the Government's policies for higher educa-
tion and with the intentions of Nairobi Ci-
ty Council in its town and traffic planning.

The U.C.N. requires a plan which can form
a basis for negotiation with future finan-
cial donors in respect of their contribu-
tions for future development. Further, the
plan should have the character of being a
guide for architects, engineers etc. who
participate in the physical development of
the U.C.N.

,The future Master Plan is intended to in-
clude:

1. Corrected information on the existing
cond'itions (u.C.N. functions, U.C.H.
projects and the. relations to the city
and its lanning.)
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2. Information on future conditions (stu-
dent numbers, space demands etc.) after
consultations with the authorities con-
cerned.

3. Processed development plans for the Kabete
campus, the Kenyatta Hospital campus and
the Kikuyu campus (similar to the plan
for the Central Campus area).

4. Proposals for the standardization of vari-
ous types of U.C.N. buildings to enable
rational and economic building construc-
tion with high flexibility of utiliza-
tion •

~fter receiving and analyzing reactions on
the presen~ prelLrr"~ary stady a dqt~il~' pro-
gramme of work a.ic a tl..,·'cC'ledule sr.ou.l d be
worked out. 0ased o· ~nlb, a budget should
De proposed fer an app:icat~or to iin.3c
tr.as fila} t 1 k , 4 ••md c should be ID'1dpavail-
ab.;e be f ore tr s Jp.ar is over. \,i thin ,,1('

sa.ae <J r i c.I J~ t t ....u Lro cat Le conc~rn-
cd in Kenya .Oll d h ve ];at d t fro i 1.-

a .:; on tn ~ pr ~llL.r" "tud.,".

.'1m LOCATION OF U .C.N. CAMPU:.J£S IN NAI1W3 ..•. 1:1 N.OOQ
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I THE PRESENT SITUATION

Nairobi is a city with only one centre of
gravity. Its main function as a service
centre for the nation and the region has
created a situation where all these facili-
ties are concentrated in one highly de-
veloped area, namely the city centre (or
city-core) of ~airobi. The centre includes
the commercial life, the administration,
government and high courts of the country,
and encloses the indue trial area of .Iaj.r-o bL
as well.

From this city-core, the residential areas
stretch out in various directions: Tovmrds
the West, the Horth-"'/estand the No rth i.e.
along the main traffic lines out of the
town. These roads serve regional ae well as
urban functions and in some cases act as na-
tional lines of communication as well.

The most important link of the entire road
system is the Uhuru Highway coming in from
the N-W, and leaving towards the S-E. This
road serves a variety of functions: it i.s
the most important traffic link withirv'the

•city, and is also the most important natio-
nal road connecting Uganda and the inland

~regions to the coast at Mombasa.
Other important roads in the 'system are the
Limuru Road-Ngong Road, leading from the
West and North-West towards the center of
the town and the Fort Hall Road leading
from the lIorth-East directly to the city-
core of Nairobi.

In between these main roads a diffuse system
of local roads penetrates the Nairobi area.
The pattern of Hairobi and its system of
roads is largely influenced by topographical
features: numerous rivers and streams,
valleys and ridges subdivide the town into
long and narrow strips. These topographical
characteristics complicates the creation of
a simple traffic system.

U. C.N. - CAliIPUSESAFD WCATION OF FUnCTIOnS
,

The University College Nairobi, consists, at
the moment, of 4 or even 5 campus areas. The
Central Campus area is located next to the
city-core and constitutes the original Campus.
The other campuses are at Kabete (close to the
main road to Uganda), and at Kikuyu (also to
the main road but further to the N.W.). The
Kenyatta Hospital Campus (the medical campus)
is on the Ngong Road not far from the city
centre.

By virtue of their location the University
College campuses are decentralized in charac-
ter. Apart from the Central Campus area, the
other campuses are scattered over a radius of
Jseveral miles from the city-core. The Kenyat-
ta Hospital, Kabete and Kikuyu campuses are
situated 2, 7 and 13 miles respectively from
the centre of to~. At the same time it must
be pointed out that"all the campuses, thanks
to their proximity to main roads in some
respects hav relatively easy inter-communi-
cations.
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BUILDINGS O~I THE MAn: CA!I!:PUS SEEN _~ot.! ~ORTn WEST

To the left the Library, and following on, the Tai:fa

Hall and the Gandhi Wing.

THE CENTRAL CAl'lJ?US

1(;"

The Central Campus consists of the Main Campus
which is the original campus of the college
adjacent to the city-core and to the Uhuru
Highway, and the Hospital Hill area which is
situated across the Uhuru Highway facing the
Main Campus and the Choromo area appro 1 mile
from the Main Campus.

f

\...J

From a modest beginning on the Ma Ln Campus
the college gained university status 4 years
ago by becoming one of the three constituent
colleges of the University of East Africa,. ~
the others being at Dar-Es-Sala~ and at
Kampala.
This explains why the development until noft
h:as proceeded on a "day to day" basis. It
was, however, difficult to ·fore;ee the de-
velopments which are now taking shape. This
also explains the general character of the
buildings in this campus area, buildings
which were indeed designed and built for
educational purposes, but not exactly uni-
versity purposes. In spite of new develop-

men t s on other campus areas, the Idai,n Campus
remains the backbone of the University Col-
lege as a whole.
I-lAIUCAlVlI'US

It accommodates teaching facilities for the
vast majority of students and lecturers in
the college. The administration of the Uni-
versity College is also housed within this
area and all the faculties, except two, have
their main facilities here. The Main Campus
includes the following faculties:

Faculty of Engineering.

Faculty of Architecture, Design and Develop-
ment.
Faculty of Arts.
Faculty of Science.

Faculty of Commerce

The Adminiqtration:
The Principal1s Office
The Registrar's Office and their
executive assistants
The Finance Office

12



BU ILDI 'GS Oi, CEORO~'O

Buildings f.,r Ane t omy and Physiology are seen.

Catering
Junior and Senior Common Rooms
Students Refectory

The Library

The Bookshop
Independantly owned but situated on the
College premises.

CHOROMO

The Choromo area contains mainly acad emf.c

functions. The area is developed for e~uca-
tional purposes and is entirely dominated by
the biological sciences. The following fa-
cul ties 'and departments are locate.d"'"her:
The Faculty of Medicine containing the De-
partment of Anatomy and Physiology

The Faculty of Veterinary Science with its
Departments of:

Animal Anatomy
Biochemistry

The Faculty of Science with its Departments
of:

Botany
Zoology

This development started as recently as 3
years ago, and the area is being developed
at the moment to provide for the pre-clini-
cal training of students of medicine and
veterinary science. The campus has its own
library under construction serving these
faculties.

HOSPITAL HILL

This area is given over to the students'
I

Halls of Residence for men and women and
catering for about 1.150 students. Besides
this the area includes a number of staff
houae s, and the staf'f flats in Protectorate
Road. The Halls of Residence also provide
sport amenities and a small college clinic
for staff and students. This clinic (or
infirmary) is attached to one of the Halls.
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~H.t. ~1'~'rt(A1 CA:,U'U,-, M.r-A SE:i~I 10;,; l'H3 1:0RTH i!.AST

In the foreground left is the Main Campus. In the background

left is the women'e Halls of .ceai.d ence , to the right is

Ohor-omo ,

The slopes of the valleys around the Masonga
Wai and Nairobi Rivers form a strong contrast
to the smoothness of the rest of the land.
These slopes, and the valleys between them,
also create difficulties in the construction
of buildings and roads.
Above the slopes the land again flattens out
to an almost even surface.
The topography of the Central Campus is divided
up into four areas: The Hospital Hill area,
from the Processional Way to Masonga I'/ai;the
Choromo area, between Masonga Viai and Nairobi
River; the Main Campus, between Nairobi River
and Uhuru Highway; and finally the floors of
the valleys along Uhuru Haghw { and the rivers.
The area has been analysed according to tne

I

gradients of the slopes, in ·cating where dif-
ficulties are to be found for purposes of
construction.

SOIL CONDITIO!:3

Dark br owm

LIed1u.m-dark brown:

1:10.000

Middle tuffs or Nairobi building stone.

Grey and black ashes and tuffs. Soil inve-

stigations must be carried out along the

border lines to the alluvial deposits before

buildings can be finally located.

Nairobi trachyte.Bright brown:

SOIL CONDITIONS, STORM-YiATER DISPOSAL,
SEWAGE DISPOSAL, VIATER SUPPLY AND
ELECTRICITY SUPPLY

The conditions in the Central Campus have
been especially investigated by a firm of con-
sulting engineers (for detailed information
their report is available).
Here is a condensed version of their con-
clusions.
SOIL CO:NDITIONS

The different parts of the Central Campus area
possess wide variations in soil conditions,
influencing the cost of construction through
extras for foundations in certain soils.
Various types of volcanic ashes and tuff and
trachyte are found as the solid bases for
foundation of buildings. Due to the varying
degrees of weathering, the top layers can be
more or less suitable for direct foundations.

edtum bright brown: Ker-LchwaValley tu..ffs. :tuch less favourable

for foundations i t Choromo, where the foun-

dati or. dep t ha vary f r-om 3 ft. (1 metre) to

16 ft. (5 metres), than on the Main Campus.

Green: Alluvial grey and black clayey soil demand-

ing expensive extra precaution.
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}'LOODED AREAS 1,30.000

The signature, which Lc approximate, covers two types of flooding

occurring: Persistant flooding caused by the run-off from the

surrounding slopes, and flooding caused by the Nesonga 1,'ai Rf.ver-

under extreme weather conditions. I'he latter type of floodinL

last occurred six years ago.

In other areas base is burried under heavy
layers of alluvial grey and black clayey soil
(black cotton), which is most unsuitable for
foundations.
According to this the different parts of the
Central Campus area are characterized in
terms of foundation problems.
The area includes all types of conditions de-
scribed as very good, good, fairly good and
bad.
The areas described as bad are covered by
clay and are found on either side of the Ma-
songa Wai River, the Nairobi River and the
Uhuru Highway (the old Nairobi R~er bed).,
Buildings can be built on this heaving clay,
using bearing piles or other special founda-
tion techniques. Calculations 1.nd:Lcate that an
extra cost of at least 25 % will have to be
added to the cost of 'construction under these
conditions.
This type of soil is the only one which has
been found to influence the construction of
buildings to an unreasonable extent.

STORM-WATER DISPOSAL

Main Campus
The run off is on to the adjacent grounds or
into the existing road and storm-water chan-
nels from where it drains into Nairobi River.
Hospital Hill and Sportsgrounds
The run off is on to the low lying areas and
onwards to Masonga IVai River.
When the playing fields adjacent to the Uhuru
Highway were laid out the natural run off
to the Masonga Wai River was interrupted,
hence the persistent flooding of the fields.
Under extreme weather conditions the Masonga
Wai River is also liable to flood the fields.
Both causes of flooding need further study,
but any or all of the following precautions
may immunize against flooding:

a) Construct open storm-water channels approx-
imately parallel to the 9" (23cm) diameter
sewer and at the foot of the hills. These
channels can discharge into the Masonga
Wai River or into the existing large City
Council channel adjacent to the round-about.

b) Place subsoil drains in the low lying
areas for discharge into Masonga Wai River,
and build up the area if necessary.

c) If the flooding of the fields by the Ma-
songa IVai River is unacceptable (though it
only happens under extreme weather condi-
tions) then a stone gabion bank would be
the answer. This bank could be used as an
internal access road to Choromo and the
Hospital Hill Road areas.

Choromo
The run off on to adjacent ground and onwards
into the Nairobi River and the Masonga Wai
River.
This does not cause any major nuisance due to
the gradiants and the better soil conditions.
SEWAGE DISPOSAL
Main Campus
At' the pre sent served by a 911 (23cm) diamter
and available !is a 2711 (68cm) diameter City
Counci~ sewer. This is therefore adequate for
consid~rable development in all three loca-
tions.
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Full line: Ex- s"t scwe-

otted line: P_ ~_ n

i-l.r. mo indicate ~.l. ct 0

Hospital Hill
At the present served by a 9" (2jcm) diameter
City Council sewer adequate for approximately
3000 people at 60 gallons (270 litres) per
head and possibly serving 1700 i.e. it should
be adequate for a development of up to 1300
people.
The 9" (23cm) diameter main r-uns adjacent to
the YMCA and under the United Kenya Club and
pumping will therefore be required if the
area between the main and Uhuru Highway is
to be developed. This will, however, only be
temporary as the area will be served by the
new 27"/24" (68cm/60cm) diameter sewer,. whe;
built, except that basements can not ?e drain-
ed due to lack of fail.
choromo ,..
At the present not served by any sewer, all
drainage being to individual' septic tanks and
soak away pits.
The Nairobi City Council intend in the near
future to install a new 27"/24" (68cm/60cm)
diameter sewer capable of serving over 7500
people at 60 gallons (270 litres) per head

This new sewer will serve most of Choromo and
a great part of Hospital Hill.

Septic tanks
The alluvial soil is impermeable and septic
tanks will therefore most likely not work sa-
tisfactorily in these areas.

WATBR SUPPLY

There are two water reservoirs serving the
Central Campus area, namely the Kabete reser-
voir and the Hill Tank reservoir.
The Hill Tank reservoir is fed from the Kabete
reservoir, which is being fed from Nairobi's
main source of water. The supply is a balanced
fLOW, so that the water level (T.W.L.) in the
tanks remain constant even if the demand is
greater than the ta~~ capacities. Should the
pumps fail then the reservoirs are capable of
supplying 11 million gallons (50 million litres)
as detailed in paragraph 1.143.
A new reservoir is under construction at Sasu-
mua (Nairobi's main source of water). A
further reservoir is planned for 1975 at Cha-
nia.
Main Campus
Supplied by the Hill Tank reservoir 3" (8cm)
diameter main at an estimated average pressure
of 30 Ibs per sq.inch. (2.0 kg per square
centimetre).

Hospital Hill
Supplied by the Hill Tank reservoir 6" (15cm)
diameter main at an average pressure of 40 Ibs
per sq.inch. (2.8 kg per square centimetre).

Choromo
Supplied by the Kabete reservoir 4" (lOcm)
diameter main at an average pressure of 40 Ibs
per sq.inch (2.8 kg per square centimetre)
and a minimum pressure of 20 Ibs per sq.inch.

I (1.4 kg per square centimetre).
The above pressures should be checked by in-
serting pressure gauges if they are critical
for the development as the pressures given
are approximately nly.
ELECTRICIT~ SUPPLY

There is am Ie supply of electricity in all
locations of Nairobi.
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THAlilFIC NDISANC2:J

The heavy traf'±'icon the big art erie s wi thin
the area influence and obstruct U.C .iT. a ct i>-

vities. Close to the roads the effect of vi-
brations, dust and noise together make it
almost impossible to study, lecture or carry
out laboratory work - unless expensive steps
are taken to prevent the impact from penetra-
ting the buildings.
The influence of this for example has made it
rather doubtful whether a buildinp for the
Dept. of Physics can be constructed at all
on the Main Campus because of tbe highly
sensitive research equipment required.

Noise affects a far wider area than vibrations
and dust. Hecent research results indicate
that highways not should be bu i Lt closer than
750 ft. (250 metres) to human activities de-
manding a certain amount of quietness.

1: )0,000

o bo L ')P ft.
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TRAFFIC

THE PLANNING SITUATION

As already stated the Central Campus area is
located centrally in present-day Nairobi
which stretches out mainly to the West and
East for 5-8 miles.

The problems of this site reflect the pro-
blems of the city-core traffic and parking.
Solving these problems is mainly a Nairobi
City responsibility and the U.C.N. can only
contribute to this by expressing points of
view on the actual traffic lines in so far
they penetrate or touch U.C.N. premises.
The present trend is to invest in the road
system of the central city and by this,
conditions for the U.C.N. will improve.

This central situation has its disadvantages
with regard to traffic nuisances which can
not be overcome, but precautions can be ta-
ken to minimize their effect on university
life.

At the beginning of this year the N.C.C.
started a study group to look into the effects
of a traffic planning programme on a Master
Plan for Nairobi. Besides studying the pre-
sent situation, this group is also studying
the possible future pattern of urbanization
and traffic systems within the Nairobi regi-
on.

The image of the future pattern is that of a
huge conurbation stretching in a bow-like
shape from Limuru to Thika via Nairobi
accommodating 3-4 million people by the end
og the century.

The Central Campus will remain central in
this Greater Nairobi - and the proble~
evolving, seen from a U.C.N. poi~t of view,
will still be traffic problems which have to
be maste'red by the town as a whole'; It "is
difficult to foresee a situation where the
U.C.N. is left alone to face those problems.

•. P Jw ,-
hick Lane : taj or- ad

I'h Ln lin e : ,1.DOr, ut t.mpo r t r t I' d

THE PRESENT TRAFFIC SYST~I

The road system in the Central Campus area
consists in fact of the Uhuru Highway and
its junctions. From here all the traffic is
distributed to and from the city-center.
From these junctions a number of high-capa-
city arteries subdivide the city-core.

The Uhuru Highway penetrates the campus by
separating the Main Campus from the other
parts. The University Way skirts the Ila.in
Campus1s south eastern buondary.
Tq-day access to the Main Campus is diffi-
cult. Access to the parking place is conti-
nually interrupted and the only real access
ip through the College Road junction. Even

'this connection functions badly in peak-
hours.
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The Hospital Hill and uh= "lor 0'110 '.rEo' ere

served by ordinary publ':'cr-oads, r.e r-o a is
in this area have no clea:ly de~ined °unc_

tion to-day. For example in peak-hour0 t!e
Kenton Drive-State House Ro'd ]S uJeJ dS q

by-pass for commuters avoiding the overcrow-
ded Uhuru Highway. At the same time this
road serves residential purposes and by this
confusion of functions, inconvenience is
generated to all concerned.

Two important parts of the Central C~pU8,
the Main Campus and the Hosp.Ltal Hill area,
are at present only directly connected by
way of a modest pedestrian subway. ~nde~ the
Uhuru Highway. The distances wi 'in the area
are important consideratio~s as there is a,
distance of more than one mile from the 11ain
Campus to the educational s btio; of the Cho-
romo campus to the north, and the distance
between the Halls 0 Residence on Hospital
Hill and the Main Campus represent approxima-
tely half this distance, with the women's
Hall of Residence situated to the South
representing a distance of 3/4 of a mile.

There is no physical continuity between
the different developments of these three
areas. The very lmportant pedestrian links
~onnecting ohese 3 areas are therefore
va, ue in character, and moreover no direct
conne0t~on exists between the considerable
hours there Fav been several cases of robbe-
ry when female students were proceeding

r.umbe.r of .Ia.Ll s of rlesidences. One of the
eflects 0: the casualness of these arrange-
ments lS tne "qck of security, experienced
8specially by the female students, when
commutin~ to and from their Hall of Resi-
dence and the Main 8ampus. In the late
hours tr "~ haG been several cases of robbe-
ry whe~ female students have been proceeding
tv the library.

ROADS PLANNED BY NAIROBI CITY

'I'n e Naa.r-o b.i.C1ty Council is planning a num-

ber of new roads, extensions and junctions
within ,he 0cntrul GdIDPUS area or adjacent
to it.

D ~re rCLr ut~rp, Tu,verr"ty Way will be
extpnct~~ to uhe north-edst to link up with
the new round-about in the Nairobi River
Valley. 8y this, the whole of University Way
down to the Uhuru Highway will probably be
reconstructed and uhe traffic flow will
lDcrease rather than decrease. Access to the
',lainCampus will be even more difficult than
iu is to-day.

.J!'romthe above-mentioned round-about a new
arterial road will be built along the Nairo-
bi River to the Jurction at the U.C.N. sports
grounds. Thls road will be a part of the new
system duplicating the functions of the Uhu-
ru Highway, by serving the city-core from
the eastern side. Because of this road, the
1,ain Campus will suffer an even greater
impact of traffic nOise, dust and vibration.

.This is, however, an inescapable factor in
the entire ro d system, and could be of
bene it for the U.C.~. if a junction were
place approximately behind the Norfolk Ho-
tel, thereby ofof€;rin["improved access to the
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THE PRES':NT Al/D PLANNED ROA SYSTEM OP lIAL OBI CITY I Tm; CENTRAL

CAMPUS AREA 1, 0.,,0"

Thick line: existing or mej cr- roads p.canned by !I.e.c.

Thin line: existing minor, but important road

Dotted line: suggested cnange e n the system

Lla.i.n Campus. The designs of the two ~uncti-
ons on the Uhuru Highway are not yet fina-
lized. Nevertheless, in the long run, they
will probably not allow for direct access to
College premises. The U.C.N. should therefore
be consulted on the designs of these juncti-
ons as they are likely to encroach on Uni-
versity land, particularily as regards the
northern junction where, be it complex or
simple (conventional) in shape, it will
occupy some considerable portion of the Col-
lege sports grounds (see chapter III, traf-
fic, suggesting a possible solution in
sketch outline).

On the western side of Uhuru Hf.ghway fane
major artery is planned, serving the resi-
dential areas to the West, and li~ing up
with the round-about at the U.C.N. sports
fields. At the moment its anticipated loca-
tion crosses the slopes of Hospital Hill
through a potential development area of the
U.C.N. Here the proposal is to move it so
that it follows the l1asonga Wai River and
connects at the Kilileshwa bridge. This road

is a necessary part of the entire city
system but the proposed new location will
minimize the inconveniences seen from an
U.C.N. point of view.

In the Choromo area the land has been laid
out for the extension of the Ring Road
Kilileshwa. In the long-term development
this extension should allow for moving Ri-

verside Drive to a location which is more
ratlonal for the U.C.H. development within
this area. Furthermore it should be consi-
dered whether a more southerly Junction to
Uhuru Highway of the 1.1ng ioad would be
preferable.

r,o other road plans are known at present.
But to demonstrate an entire and clear road
system within the Hospital Hill area a
supplementary road to the Ngong Road-
Hurhingham Roaa should be considered. The
proposal is to locate this line in the
valley where the processional way formely
existed. Through such a road, the entire
State r.ouse area and the western suburbs
would improve their contact with the city.

U .L.LIZA::'101 (I.." ). C• • -,-""•.1)

rhe Central Campus area covers a total of
157.1 acres (63.6 ha), of these 16.5 acres
(6.7 ha) are on the eastern [;ide of the
Uhuru Highway (the :,lainCampu s) and 140.6
acres (56.9 ha) on the wcptern side of the
Highway covering Hospitnl Hill and the
Choromo area.

These areas are in the possession of the
University College and of this total 16.1
acres (6.5 ha) are developed for academic
purposes with 316.000 sq. ft. (29.600 m2)

floor space on the LlaLn Campus and 106.000
sq.ft. (10.000 m2) floor space in the Cho-
romo area.

24.3 acres (9.9 ha) are developed for
residential purposes with 13.0 acres
(5. j 'ha) for stude ts' hostels accommo-
dating ap~rox. 1.150 students and for staff
housing wit 11.3 acres (9.6 ha). A total
of 115.2 acres (46.6 ha) is to-day unde-
vcloped.
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Present Academic Communal Residen- Total area Not deve- Reserve Total
lutilization functions functions tial used lopable UCN-land
,IAIN CAllIPUS
Land in acres 9.4 1.5 0 10.9 1.7 3.9 16.5
(ha) (3.8) (0.6) (4.4) (0.7) (1. 6) (6.7)
Floor space sq.ft. 316.000 64.000 0 385.000
(m2

) (29.600) (6.400) (36.000)
HOSPITAL HILL
Land in acres 0 0 22.6 22.6 33.6 19.5 75.7
(ha) (9.2) (9.2) (13.6) (7.8) (30.6)

Floor space sq.ft. 0 0 200.000 200.000
(m2

) (19.000) (19.000)
CHOROMO
~and in acres 6.7 0 1.7 8.4 30.1 26.4 64.9
(ha) (2.7) (0.7) (3.4) (12.2) (10.7) (26.3)
"loor space sq. ft. 106.000 0 106.000
(m2

) (10.000) - (10.000 )
)

A major part of this land is not suitable
for the construction of standardized build-
ings. Black cOoton soil in the flat low-
lying areas along the Uhuru Highway demand
special precautions in foundations. Per-
sistent flooding of the area and storm-
water also create difficulties in building
construction and it has been calculated
that construction on t~is land will raise
building costs by at least 25-30 %. This
land amounts to a total of 65.4 acres
(26.5 ha).

MAn CAMPUS

This campus is significant through i~s c n-
tent of communal facilities which in fact

('
mainly is due to the presence of·the U.C.N.
administration, library and the large lec-,
ture theatres and the Taifa Ha~ •.
Especially the lecture theatres have city-
like functions besidep their academic.
Concerts and other public events take regu-
larly place within t~ese premises and durine
the long vacations conferences are accommo-
dated here using ordinary lecturerooms as
well.

A special feature is the Great Court which
forms t~e scene for important events of the
U.C.N. as the annual congregation.

In floor space the Faculty of Bngineering is
dominating in covering a total of 109.000
sq •ft. (10 .200 m2

).

As formerly stated the Main Campus is where
the U.C.N. started its existence as a tech-
nical college more than 10 years ago. In
spite of its mixture of architectural styles
the campus has its own character, suitable
to serve also in future as the nucleous point
of contact to society.
The traffic and parking facilities are the
major problems and co~cern in developing
this campus further as they already to-day
are unsatisfactory.

PRf.SE' ~ U '"lL1Z;, Ir': 0;.' LA.•i)

Red : Acad erai c functions of the U.C.N.

1: 10.000

Violet: .:?esidential functions of the U.C.N.

Bright violet: Jto s i dent.Le I ar-ea o

Brown: Public or commercial functions of the city
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HOSPITAL HILL

This area is predo~inantly reside~tial with
all Halls of Residence concentrated here.
The Halls have been coastru.cted Viithout a
total concept as isolated units and by this
no means of organized features give opportu-
nities of commu~ication between the Halls or
between residential areas and the academic
facilities.

The southern part of the area accommodates
a number of staff flats, the Protectorate
Road flats.
riithin the loV! land at the Uhuru Highway the
U.C.N. sports grounds are located facilitat-
ing for football, basketball, athletics and
tennis.

ononoao

Academic functions dominate this campus en-
tirely. As mentioned the biological sciences
are accommodated here together with pre-cli-
nical training in medicine and veterinary
science.

The major draw-back of Choromo is its inola-
tion from the other partn of the Central
Campus area. As the students of the sciences
co~cerned only will amount to a relatively
small number (extensive land use) this isola-
tion must be felt even stronger.

\"{henthese areas are deducted from the un-
developed areas a reserve of only 49.6 acres
(20.1 ha) is left for development. Even a
minor part of this land creates further dif-
ficulties because of steep gradients.
From engineering considerations the area is
very suitable for development;Lf the area

.west of the present academic 'premises is
used for housing with septic tank drainage
only. ~

LAND nEIGHBOURInG THE U.C.N. PREMISES, ITS
CHARACTERISTICS AiID FEASABILITY FOR U.C.N.
DEVELOPMENT.

MAIn C.AJ:.1PUS

The U.C.N. premises are only parts of an
area including other urban functions.
Public services in the area are: The Kenya
Cultural Centre, The National Theatre, The
Voice of Kenya, Police station, a section of
The Survey of Kenya and The Jewish Synago-
gue ,

The land occupied by these public services
should be regarded as land to which the
U.C.N. can have no immediate claim.

The Commercial activities are: The norfolk
Hotel and shops and workshops in Grogan
Road.
Road Vrest.
The activities in Grogan Road are split up
among so many properties that to develop the
U.C.H. here would be most difficult and
expensive, and resulting in very small por-
tions of land.
Left for consideration are the two plots be-
longing to the Norfolk Hotel.
The northernmost plot is scarcely developed,
but further development will be strongly
affected or made impossible by the planned
highway along the nairobi River.
The other part accomodates the majority of
the hotel facilities including kitchen, re-
staurant and service buildings nearest
Grogan Road.
Except for the service buildings, all con-
structions are sound and well maintained.
But none of the buildings are likely to be
converted for academic purposes.
The kitchen and restaurant facilities could
possibly serve as a catering and assembly
unit for the Main Campus.

The hotel accomodation consists of a number
of separate rooms and tiny flats. These
cou~d easily be converted to accomodation
for-university staff on short-term appoint-
ments or post graduate students.
The site is suitable for limited extensions
to the Faculty of Engineering.
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According to the restaurant building a spe-
cial point is to be made: Very few build-
ings in Nairobi are of architectural value.
The main building of the Norfolk Hotel is
one of the rare exceptions and it should be
preserved as a typical and outstanding
example of good architecture from the past.

In many developing countries there has been
tendency to neglect buildings from colonial
days. To-day a more positive policy for pre-

servation is usual.

HOSPITAL HILL AREA

Functions in the area other than functions
of the U.C.N. are:
Public facilities as churches, Y1I1CA,Y'I'ICA,
United Kenya Club, 3 primary and secondary
schools, the Secretarial College etc.

Residential areas consisting of individual
plots in a low density lay-out.
The major part of the plots on the flat
top of the hill between State House Road
and Protectorate Road Hill are on govern-
mental land, the plots on the fringes of
the hill are private. For the mostpart the
houses on government-owned plots are of a
lower quality than other houses.
From engineering considerations this area
is very suitable indeed for development,
except for the westernmost plots along
Kenton Drive.

CHOROMO AND THE AREAS NORTH OF HERE BE-
TWEEN UIIDRU HIGHWAY AND THE PLANNED RING
ROAD.

Half of the non U.C.N. land is occupi,d by
individual houses in a low density lay-out.
The other part is occupied by two churches
or missions to which certain educ~~ionhl
activities are attached. The area is split
up in two separate parts ~y the Nairobi
River, and the valley around the river re-
duces the possibilities of developmenting
the area.

KENYATTA HOSPITAL CAMPUS

In connection with the existing Kenyatta
Hospital, the newly established Faculty of
Medicine is organizing clinical departments
(for 3rd, 4th, and 5th year students). A
comprehensive plan for the development of the
university hospital will be produced by the
Ministry of Works. Residences for students
and staff are included in this development
plan.

KABETE CAMPUS

The site area is about 20 acres (approx. 8
ha). This relatively small area is surround-
ed in all directions by open farm land and
coffee estates. Thus excellent possibilities
for further development obviously exist and
should be utilized.
The existing area is almost fully covered by
buildings for the Faculty of Veterinary Science
(2nd, 3rd, and 4th year). The greater part of
the buildings are servlng educational and
research purposes, adjacent to stables, animal
houses etc. The remaining buildings consist
of residences and common facilities for about
100 students and members of staff.

KIKUYU CAMPUS

This site, about 27 acres (approx. 11 ha) is
slightly hilly and in the northern part is
densely overgrown. Presumably the surround-
ing areas will allow for later expansion.
~he area is utilized solely by the Institute

I of Adult Studies. The group of buildings,
situated on the southern part of the site,
consists of residences and their related com-
mon fa ilities 'for 60 students, educational
and administrative. accommodation for corre-
spondance ~ourses. Furthermore a few staff
houses are built on the site.
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LAND VALUES

Information on land values has been made avail-
able by the Commissioner of Lands. Values
East of Uhuru Highway are naturally much
higher than on the western side, but the va-
riations in value from Hospital Hill to the
Choromo area are small. As the private
houses are ()f a much higher value than the
major part of the government houses, the
values of private property will go up per
acre to approx. the double of the bare land
values.

L.~"•.cJ VALU.:::S

.i.L colour: 11-:1J .000 Sr./ acre

.ded twa-dar-k : 15.000 "';h/acre

••..edaum-br-Lgb t : 7-c.OOO S!'I./acre

i'rigr..t:. 6-7.000 Sh/acl'e

c.x t r-a bright: 4-S .000 c hz ac r-e

~iUJ;.le dotted line: private: property

Douo Le dotted line: gover-nment land
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A C T U A L 1967/68 1974/75
Under Post Total Staff Under Post Total StaffF A C U L T y grad. grad. stud. grad. grad. stud.

Engineering 279 26 305 36 560 50 610 -
Architecture 137 - 137 20 224 6 230 -Desi~n & Develoument

Arts 335 50 385 43 491 75 566 -
Commerce 228 10 238 14 420 21 441 -
Science 203 66 269 30 420 100 520 -
Medicine 30 - 30 - 426 - 426 -
Veterinary 140 15 155 36 222 20 242 -
Development 44 44 56(Domestic Science) - - - - -
Agriculture - - - - - - 186 -
Education - 50 50 - - - 80 -
GRAND TOTAL 1396 217 1613 3357

LOCATION OF THE VARIOUS U.C.N. FACILITIES

Faculty of Engineering:
Main Campus

Facul ty of Art s :
Main Campus

Faculty of Commerce:
Main Campus

Faculty of Science:
Main Campus except Dept. of Zoology
and Dept. of Botany, both placed in
connection with the biological
sciences (Medicine and Veterinary
sciences) in Choromo.

U lVER;::..i.TYC ~G1 J.. 0 I. ;:.TU)11.T :rm,l]3BRS 67/68, 74/75

Along with these existing U.C.N. faculties
mention should be made of the now resolved
Faculty of Agriculture, the structure and
location of which are under consideration.
Certain departments might be located in Choromo.

STUDENT HOSTELS

The Central Campus area accommodates a total
of appro 1150 students, of these 200 are women.

ment:
Faculty of Architecture, Design and Develop- ~ Rooms are organized into Halls of Residence

Main Campus

Faculty of Medicine:
Preclinical departments in or-omo ,

clinical in Kenyatta ~ospital.

Faculty of Veterinary Science:
Preclinical departments in Choromo,
clinical in Kabete.

Institute for Development Studies:
Main Campus

Institute of Adult Studies:
Kikuyu

with capacities ranging from appro 100 to 200

students each. The hostels were originally de-
,

s~gned on basis of single occupancy rooms
sharing common facilities such as bathrooms,
catering facilities etc.

To-day t~e majority of the rooms have been
converted into double'rooms and it is obvious
from this that the common facilities are over-
utilized. Dinipg halls, common rooms, washing
facilities etc. deteriorate rapidly and the
problem of maintenance is apparently increasing.
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The problpns of a decentralized coo ~ng sy t 1 and th~ f~ily ife of the new-comers suffers
has led tne U.C.N. to a decision of con~truct- to the detrLmen •.of the work to be done.
ing a Centra: Ca~ering ~nit to ~r~ble mor~

The Central Campus ~re~ a~so ~nc~u~es • n~oer It se~m~ dlfflcult to convert or expand
of staff houses and a nUKo~r of flats oc~ted th~se highly ind1victual buildings.
in the southern part of ~he area or Protecto~a- A b 0ldo- commOI Ul~ lng type 1S t~at with side-
te Road. 0 ( 0,-orrld r5 L.~. Ln~.~ banking) excellent

for c~oss-venti'atl~n but creating long lines
of commun.cat~on and limiting the possibili-
tie'l fer charge.

economic and better cookin6.

The men's Halls of Residence ar~ concentrated
in the northern part of the Hospital Hill
area - the women's are located in splendid
isolation in the southern part.

From many points of view this iso:atLon is not
really desirable. One point alone one cqn men-
tion is the problem of the p:1Ysica~ 'leCurltJ

of female students commutivg tnrougn no-~a 's
land to the U.C.N. academic p~emiseo.

STAFB' HOUSING

From a planning point of view the acco~od~tl.on
of permanent staff 1s of little l~rortance.
The staff should be absorbed wltn ~ the resi-
dential areas of Nairobi rather ohaL 1rom
islands of academics wi tnin or ur-our.a th
campus area.

EXISTING BUILD.NG~

As has also happened in certain rapidly de-
veloped European universities, the existing
buildings of U.C.N. seem to have been planned
0nA by one, folLowing different planning and
struc+ural principles. Mostly, the buildings
have b en b~~~t as finite structures design-
ed to -etisfy particu'.ar specialized func-

tiono. Po~s.bil ti u for the natural growth
of fdcu~tl 0 or d~partments are limited, and
E·im lar~ .y 10· oth~r changes in the use of
space.

Most of th tuildlng'l, especially on the
Main Campus, fellow the directions of the
surrounding roado, thus preventing ideal sun
orien.f;ation.Contrary to this, the acco~odation of short-

term visiting professors, lecturers, researc~ Although iv has been possible to make a cal-
fellows etc., and in the near future senior
post-graduate students, are creating an in-
creasing problem.

This group of academics will be worki~ hard
in a concentrated marillerfor shorter per~ods

cuI tion of th~ total amount of existing
building floor areas within the different
sites (Main Campus, Choromo, Kabete, Kikuyu
etc.), it has ~0t been possible to catego-

r~ze all of th ;P areao according to faculties.
Moreover cal~u ationc are blurred by the factand will need accommodation in the close v~ci-

nity of their place of work. In ~ost case~ it
is likely that they will not bril the.r fa-
milies with them and that they ~ only need ie .•
limited accommodation, but 'with very good ~er- The rate of floor area per student will, in
vice facilities. the same way, POSqpvS some uncertainty (which

~ lS the cafe lndicdted in most of the existing
Another related problem is t~e accommodation

l:terature dea lng with universities and coI-
l geu/. Th~ ,urvey of floor areas includes

nly SUCh bu ~dings as are now completed and
l.n us:. On the l'st of single buildings, how-
ever, tho'le under construction have also been
taken into account.

of arriving new-comers to the staf:. In most

cases these new staff' members and the ~r fdID..-

lies are accomodated ~n hotel~ for shorter
or longer periods. T~e U.C.N. pays heavy
charges to the hotels - competeting for ac-
comodation in a tourist orientated market -

that c~rt,in <s ential premises are used by
different depart~ertci from various facult-
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A. :MIN CAMPUS. EXISTING BUILDINGS

MAIN CAMPUS
Total: 385,000 sq. ft. (36,000 m2 ) academic
floor space.

1. Original buildings of the Royal Technical
College
Built: 1955 - 1968.

three staggered floors. The reading-room area
totals 520 m2. There are shelves for 320,000
volumes (running metres of shelves: approx.
800). Area of offices etc. approx. 1,200 m2,

370 m2 of which are occupied by various fa-
culties. Lecture-rooms totals approx. 500 m2

with an average room depth of 10.5 m.
3. Taifa Hall
Built: 1963.
Gross area: 48,000 sq s f t , (4,500 m2 ).

Number of floors: It.
The building contains a hall with 810 ground-
floor seats and 220 balcony seats, and a
stage with adjacent facilities. Owing to the
lack of a ventilation plant, doors to the
outside are kept open during lectures and
consequently the noise problem is considerable.

4. Hyslop Building
Built: 1961-
Gross area: approx. 40,000 sq.ft. (3,700 m2

).

Number of floors: 4 exclusive of loft.
This is designed as a central-corridor build-
ing with room depth approx. 6 m; full-depth
rooms (laboratories) approx. 15 m. Partly open
ground floor. The building is well suited for

both larger laboratories and lecturerooms,
and smaller seminar rooms and offices. It is
fitted out with installations specific to the
Department of Chemistry. In a connected one-

Gross area: approx. 116,000 sq. ft. (10,800 m2). storey building there are two lecture halls
Number of floors: 5-6. of 80 and 180 seats respectively.
The college buildings form a number of connect- 5. American Wing
ed units, designed with either single or double Built: ?
banked corridors. The room depth of lecture Gross area: 30,000 sq.ft. (2,800 m? ).
rooms is approx. 6.7 m. On the bottom two Number of floors: 4.
floors there are common rooms, canteen, staff- This wing is designed chiefly with closed
room, etc. Owi~g to the orientation of the side-corridors and a depth of lecturerooms
site sun-screening is made difficult. e sur- of approx. 8 m.
rounding streets generate dust and noise 6. Workshops and heavy laboratories

,Built: ?

Gross area: approx. 22,000 sq. ft. (2,100 m2 ).
nuisances. The type of building chosen limits
the avail~bility of ancillary spac ~

2. Library
Built: early sixties.
Gross area: approx. 69,000 sq.ft. (6,400 m2 ).

Number of floors: 4.

Number of floors: 1.
A shed ~uilding/of simple design.
7. Civil Engineering
Built: 1963, extended in 1965.
Gross area:" approx. 14,000 sq.ft. (1,300 m2).

This building has a high-ceilinged ground Number of floors: 2.
floor with a recessed balcony, and above that, Depth of tuition rooms and laboratories 10-12 m.
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8. New Engineering Block
Built: 1967-68.
Gross area: approx. 43,000 sq. ft. (4,000 ~ ).
Number of floors: 2-5.
Central-corridor house, room depth of tuition
and office area 5.6 m, depth of building
approx. 13 m. Suitable for varying tuition
and laboratory purposes. A 150 m2 lecture-
room and some heavy laboratories are situated
in the ground floor.

CHOROMO
Total: 106,000 sq. ft. (10,000 m2 ) academic
floor space.

1. Choromo Mansion
Built: ?

I

Gross area: approx. 12,000 sq s f t , (1,100 m2) •.•. .
Number of floors: l~ (?).
Not used for academic functions.

2. Building for Zoology and Botany
Built: 1964.
Gross area: approx. 32,000 sq. ft. (3,000 m2 ).

Number of floors: 2.

Depth of building is 21 m and maximum room
depth of laboratories is 11 m. Asymmetric
placement of corridors, secondary functions
along corridor. The building contains labo-
ratories, research cells, offices, lecture-
rooms, scientific museum, aquarium, work-
shops, etc.

3. Buildings for Anatomy and Physiology
Built: 1964-68 .
Gross area: approx. 73,000 sq.ft. (6,800 ~ ).
Number of floors: 2.
These buildings are designed with courts sur-
rounded by side-corridor wings (depth 7 m)
and intermediate wings (large rooms of 9 m
depth, lit from both sides). The side-corridor
wings contain staff offices and laboratories,
workshops and the like.

4. Library
In construction.
Gross area: 8,400 sq.ft. (780 m2 ).

Number of floors: 2.
The house is designed on a simple post-and-
beam principle as a large-room library, contai~
ing approx. 120 m2 reading-room area and
librarian's office, stacks, etc.

5. Lectureroom
Under construction.
Gross area: 8,900 sq. ft. (830 m2

).

Number of floors: 1 and 2.
The building contains a small and a large
lectureroom of 80 and 110 m2 respectively,
common room and cafeteria with a total area
of 240 m2 and adjacent kitchen and storeroom.

'HOSPITAL HILL AREA
Total: 200,000 sq.ft. (19,000 m2

) residential
floor space.

1. Halls of R&sidence Nos. 1-2-3
Built: 1956-57-58:
Gross are~: approx. 64,000 sq.ft. (6,000 m2

).

Number of floors: 4.
Each block designed as a central-corridor
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building, containing 103, 104 and 91 rooms This building contains 202 double rooms,
respectively. Common bath and toilet facilities common bath and toi~pt facilities per group,
per floor. On the roof there is a staff flat. and ~ommon rooms on tvp ground floor.
Connected to the Halls of Residence are a
dining-room and a common room with a total
area of 1,500 m2 .

2. Hall No. 4
Built: 1963.
Gross area: approx. 23,000 sq.ft. (2,100 ~ ).
Number of floors: 4.
This building contains 100 single rooms of
approx. 11 m2 each, bath and toilet facili-
ties and common facilities on every floor.

3. Hall No.5
Built: 1966.
Gross area: approx. 32,000 sq. ft. (3,000 m2 ).
Number of floors: 5 + t basement.~
Central-corridor building, 90 ro~ms of 15 m2 ,
common bath and toilet facilities per group.
Common rooms on the ground floor.

4. Halls Nos. 6-7-8
Built: 1967-68.
Gross area: approx. 75,000 sq. ft. (7,000 m2 ).
Number of floors: 4-5.

5. Dining-h-:t:l
Built: ::.)66.
Gross area: approx. 6,200 sq. ft. (580 m2 ).
Number of floors: 1.
230 m2 of the area is taken up by kitchen and
350 m2 by dining-hall etc.

6. Warden's house
Built: approx. 1966.
Gross area: approx. 4,700 sq.ft. (440 m2).
Number of floors: 2.

HOSPITAL HILL (PROTECTORATE ROAD)

1. Women's Halls
Built: 1955-63, extended in 1968.
Gross area: approx. 23,000 sq. ft. (2,100 m2 ).
Number of f~o rs: 2.
Room~ etc. occupt 1,500 ~ div1ded into 96
double r09ms; bath and toilet on every floor;
dining-hall and kitchen total area of 600 m2 •
During 1968 extension of room wings by 64
units.
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KABETE 3. Library
Total: 75,000 sq.ft. (7,000 ~ ) academic floor Built: 1962, with later extension.
space, 18,000 sq.ft. (1,700 m2

) residential Gross area: approx. 4,300 sq.ft. (400 m2).

floor space.

1. Main Tuition Building
Built: 1962.
Gross area: approx. 27,000 sq. ft. (2,500 m2 ).
Number of floors: 2.
The building consists of an administrative
wing of 720 ~ (central-corridor), the Depart-
ment of Pathology of 820 m2 (access ba Lc ojri es
along both sides), and a main wing of 950 m2

containing the Department of icr {iology
(central-corridor). In the administrative
wing there are two lecturerooms.of ~3o and
60 m2 respectively and a small museum.

2. Main Block
Built: ?

Gross area: approx. 12,000 sq v f t , (1,160 m2).
Number of floors: 1.
Central-corridor building usable for normal
tuition purposes.

Number of floors: 1.
Two library rooms, various offices and entrance
hall.

4 and 5. Animal Clinics
Built: ?

Gross area: approx. 8,900 sq.ft. (830 m2).
Number of floors: 1.

6. Boxes, Kennels, Isolations
Built: 1965.
Gross area: approx. 23,000 sq.ft. (2,100 m2).
Number of floors: 1.

7. Students' Hostel
Built: 1962.
Gro s area: approx. 5,800 sq.ft. (540 m2 ).
Number of floors: 1 and 2.
The hos el contains 30 rooms.

8. New Hpstels
Built: 1966.
Gross area: approx. 6,400 sq.ft. (600 m2).
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Number of floors: 2.
The area is divided into 40 rooms of 8 m2 ;

bath and toilet facilities per group.

9. Common Rooms and Dining-hall
Built: 1966-67.
Gross area: approx. 5,900 sq.ft. (550 ~ ).
Number of floors: 1.
Dining-hall area 320 m2, divisible by means

of a folding partition. The remainder occupied
by kitchen etc.

KIKUYU

1. Institute of Adult Studies
Built: ?

Gross area: approx. 19,000 sq. ft. (1,750 ~ ).
Number of floors: 1-2-3.
The buildings are grouped around a small
court. They contain tuition rooms, library,

Faculty of Medicine:
Buildings for Clinical Science
(L 500.000). Lecturehall, library
and student residences (L 150.000).

Faculty of Veterinary Science:
Veterinary Science Training Hospital
(L 200.000) and further Nutrition
teaching Laboratory, enlargements of
accommodations for animal experiments
and student residences.

Institute of Adult Studies:
Additional buildings for correspond-
ance course and extensions for
students' hostels.

New Faculty of Agriculture:
Faculty buildings etc.

To supplement the existing common facilities
plans exist for a Central Catering Unit

and offices, and besides, there are 36 single (L 150.000), a Student Centre (L 150.000) and
rooms of 7.4 m2 and 12 double rooms of 13.0 m2

buildings for Sports Development (L 69.000).
with the appropriate common facilities. The
residential blocks are designed as two- or
three-storeyed central-corridor houses. The
other buildings are one-storeyed.

FORMULATED FUTURE BUILDING REQUIREMENTS AND
ALLOCATIONS

Moreover, building requirements have been
formulated for faculties, common facilities
and student hostels.

From U.C.N. Capital Requirements 1967-1970
and Land Requirements, Appendix 1 the fol-
lowing is quoted:

Facul ty of Art s ;
Buildings for Education and Arts.
(L 250.000 + L 170.000).

Faculty of Science:

For the further development of residences for
the students working on the Main Campus and
Choromo, the need has arisen for five new
halls of residence, four for men (L 500.000)
and one for women (L 100.000).

Besides these demands for individual build-
ings, mention must be made of the ancillary
site works required (roads, sewers, power
lines etc.) which will occur both on and in
between the sites concerned.

Thought has been given to means of providing
effective communications between university
functions: roads, pedestrian walks, bicycle
tracks, parking etc.

With the increasing density in student-popu-
lation it will be necessary to provide for
various recreation areas with differentiated

Building for Dep. of Physics and Dep. I

functions, such as squares, meeting places,
'of Mathematics (L 140.ooo)~ Lab or-a t orj

gardens, parks etc.
extensions for Dep. pf Botany and
Dep. of Zoology (L 150.000) together
with Radio Isotype Building (L 16.000

Faculty of Architecture, Design and Develop-
ment:

New faculty building (L 400.000).

It is w~rth not~ng that the usual way for
U.C.N. to provide new buildings, i.e. through
isolated donations, may hamper the co-ordina-
tion of the common siteworks and landscaping
so essentia~ to the unity of the University
Campuses as a whole.
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II FUTURE CONDITIONS

Forecasts on the future development of the
U.C.N. are most difficult to establish. The
college has processed figures up to 1975 in-
dicating a total of 3300 students (1600 to-
day) but for a long-term development plan
this period of prognosis is far too short to
indicate trends.

The major uncertainties in forecasts are due
to 1) the future economic development in
East Africa and 2) the possible transition of
The University of East Africa into 3 natio-
nal universities and 3) the demand for high
level man-power.

PRESENT TRENTIS

The actual initial and extreme growth in uni-
versity education cannot be regarded as a
typical long-term trend.

Initially there has been a tremendous lack
of academic trained personel in administrati-
on and secondary schools. The U.C.N. has to
meet the demands within these sectors of
public life but the development has in some
respects apparently been pushed to ex~emes

•and these last few years cannot therefore be
regarded as typical of a stable national or,..
regional demand. The university is·to a
certain degree geared towards' the education
of Masters of Arts - of secondary school
teachers and in a not too distant future
the boom of this education will have re-
ached its peak and most posts for a generation
to come will then be filled by young people.

The extraordinary growth rate in recent years
is most unlikely to happen again this century.
The limited economic reserves of the countries
will not allow for this.
The cost of training one student in one year
in East Africa lies between 15.000 and 20.000
Shillings. The average annual national income
in E.A. ranges between 500-600 Sh per capita.
This indicates that political considerations
might easily lead to a more modest investment
in higher education, in spite of the possible
demand for fully trained people.

THE POSSIBLE CHAHGE TOWAR1)S NATIONAL UNIVER-
SITIES IN E.A.

If the Vlorking Committee and the Governments
of the 3 East African territories finally con-
clude that the creation of three national
universities is desirable, the uncertainties
~n long-term forecasts increase. How far, or

I how soon, will a national university expand
to cover all educational and research branch-
es ? How soon will the regional demands in
a country creat~ a second university?

There is at presen no answer to such que-
stions and'the only course open is to indi-
cate a wide~angle view of growth possibili-
ties by defining an upper and a lower limit.
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MAN-POWER REQUIREMENTS AN]) FUTU~E TREIIDS

The demand for man-power is, o~ course, the
key to this problem, but again, how far have
man-power requirements been worked out or
argued by the governments concerned? At the
moment it is only possible to suggest in
which professions or economic sectors de-
velopment is likely to happen.

For the next 5-10 years it is likely that the
education in the Common Faculties will con-
tinue at the same high rate as now. After
that the demand will slow down.

The declared policies on agricultural deve-
lopment will rapidly increase the demand for
trained academics in veterinary and agricul-
tural science and further will very soon
create the demand for "semi-academics"
within these domains.

The need for industrialization, which is
closely liru(ed to increasing urbanisation
in East Africa, will possibly step up the
demand for professionals in the "technical
sciences", first of all in engineering.

Educational branches training for service-
occupations will expand in so far as they
serve the public sector. If they depend on
the commercial sector they will probably not
increase before the average standard of liv-
ing (or income per capita) has considerably
increased.

All other disciplines will probaQly increase
if they support only the priorities already
mentioned.

("

If the national economic trends develop less
favourably than recently, it is not unlikely
that public investments in uni~rsi~y de-
velopment will be reduced in most branches
except agriculture an~ veterinary science.

Based on these necessarily rough generali-
sations, estimates have been calculated for
the first 6 years of development and the
following 20, up to 1995.

The truth will not appear in the form of
exact figures, but rather as a scale indi-
cating minimum and maximum requirements
for future university growth.

SHORT 'l'BR~olPROJBCTIONS 1968 - 1975

The figures indicate trends for the three
groups of faculties: professional faculties,
common faculties and agricultural faculties -
up to 1974/75. The heavy lines indicate pro-
jections worked out by the U.C.N. leading up
to a total of approx. 3.300 students. The
dotted lines indicate a certain reduction in
growth - which might be realistic in respect
of the economic situation in East Africa.
The reduced projections lead up to a total
of 2400 students which is regarded as an abso-
lute minimum.

Figure I. Professional Faculties

ENGINEERING

It is suggested that a stabilization of student
numbers will already occur as from 1970 thanks
mainly to the possible early start of a fa-
culty of engineering in Tanzania.

ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AN]) DEVELOPMENT

A modest rate of growth is suggested judging
by the impression gained of the present in-
take into architecture.

MEDICINE

A reduced growth rate is introduced from 1970
instead of 1973. Because of the social aspects
it is unlikely that further decreases in the
rate will take place.

The total student number for the professional
faculties are:
Maximum: 1266
Minimum: 900

Figure II. tommon Faculties

ARTS

SCIENCE

COMMERCE
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A definite decrease in student numbers is con-
sidered to take place from 1970. his decrea.e
is due to the fact that 2/3 of students have
education as an option.

DOMESTIC SCIENCE AND THE DEPARTl1ENT OF

EDUCATION

are stabilized on the projected figures of
1970 for the possible trends in education
already discussed.

o acu tJ.

LONG-'rBhM P OJ""C'l'IOT.S

etalled pro ecti~'~ c~ not be carried further
than 1975. After t. ~t rough generalizations
have to be used iLdicatlng possible future
trend s ,

'rom 1975 the short-tern minimum and maximum
forecasts have beeL proJected by two rates
of growth up to 1995.
rhe minimum figure in 1975 of 2400 has been
projected by an annual growth rate of )j;,

The total student number for the common facul- the equivalent of tne birth rate in Kep~a to-
ties are: day. This is simply th8 lowest possible
Maximum: 1167
Minimum: 875

Figure 11,1. Agricultural Facul ties ~

VETERINARY SCIENCE

AGRICULTURE

No reductions are anticipated.
The-total student number for the agricultural
faculties is:
Maximum and minimum: 342.

rate if university education is not to deter-
iorate compared with the sltuation to-day.

his projection ends at a total of 4.000
students in 1995.
The max Lmu., fie,'t..reof 3.300 ctudcrrt s ir:.1975
has bee~ project~d by a rate of growth of
8/; per annum - the a prox.rate of growth of
the state re enues in Kenya.

This rate of ~rowth expresses a aituation
where the investments in higher education
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continue to keep on a par with the national
budget.

This projection ends at a total of 15.000
students in 1995.

79
80

DEMAND FOR ACADEMIC FLOOR SPACE

15000

4000

A survey of building requirem~nts, expressed
in sa. ft. of floor area, is made on the basis
of the U.C.N. forecasts of student numbers be-
longing to the various faculties in 74/75.
This part of the report, however, will only
deal with faculties intended to be located on
the Central Campus (Main Campus and Choromo).
Consequently the total student numbers are
reduced by the number of students having their
education on other areas as K~nyatta Hospital,

The final outcome will probably lie somewhere Kabete and Kikuyu.
between these two projections, but ex~ctlY
where, it is impossible to indicate -to-day.
For the calculations of space, dema~ds on the
Central Campus area the following figures
have .been used:

3.000 students out of a total of 3.300
students approx. in 1975.

5.000-5.500 students out of a total of 6.000
students, possibly 10 years later.

8.000-9.000 students out of a total of
10.000-11.000 students in approx. 1995.

Table 1 shows the building areas available on
the three main campuses (Main Campus, Choromo

, and Hospital Hill) for the different faculties.
Also, the corresponding flgures for the average
area per student are shown.

It should be noticed that ~he newly established
faculties of Me~icine and Veterinary Science
have no+ yet reached a number of students
corresponding to the areas of the first build-
ing stag , in terms of thp figures given in
table 1 relative to the area per student.
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r-------------~--------------.-._------------------------------------
Actual 1967/68 Prognosis 1974/75

Areas Stu- Sq. ft. Areas: Sq. ft. ;:,tu- Areas Areas:
~ -4 +~(~~n~~T~WL~,d~e~n~t~s-+~s~tuu~d~'-4~c~a~m~plu~s~~s~t~u==d~.-+~d~e~nts(sq.ft. campus

~g::....i_n_e_e_r_i_n-=g'----1r1l5'00~~05~ 364 i _ 3:5 _6~0~221~500
F.A.D.D. It II~-- +t--rr n ~ -215 5661127,~

it. ------# -- -H-------j t------t--- ~ ~
215 441 94,000

t---------t---------"t---- .--
80 i 17,000

MAIN CAMPUS

Commerce

Dep. Education! [304,00011 1079 II 268 !-~
Dep. Dom. Sci. -++---- __ tt-- --+t--- 215 56
Science II Ii : 1385,00e 430 170

215

11,500

75,000 546,000

75,000

81,4001

25,800

25,800 208,00e

86,000

75,000 161,00e

915,000 915,00e

996

CHOROMO

1 ...
Agriculture I 107,00e 430

HOSPITAL HILL F.A.D.D. I - I - - - 375 I

I 430Science I
TOTAL 492,00e 1457 332 330

ACADEMICFLOOR AlEAS 67/68, 75/75

Vetr. (Lst yearD 73,00c

In table 1 also gives the U.C.N. prognosis for
the year 74/75 with student numbers for the
various faculties. As a basis for estimates
of the requirements for educational buildings
the average area per student is used for the
faculties in question. These average figures
are estimated partly from the actual U.C.N.
student numbers 67/68 and partly from corre-
sponding figures from European universities.

It should be emphasized that the figures used
for the areas concerned are subject to con-
siderable uncertainties for the following
reasons:

Changing educational systems will causrwidely
differing demands for building sp~ce, 'the
tendency of which can be for more as well as
for less.' As an example the growing "Use· of
audio-visual teaching aids.

Education in which an essential amount of
research is involved will for certain subjects
(e.g. engineering, physics and other natural
sciences) show a tendency to accelerate the
demand for space. (The Development Plan for
the new Danish Technical University envisages

230

175

2880

an area per student of around 550 sq.ft.,
certain German and Swiss engineering schools
are operating with figures as high as 800
sq. ft. ).

The sizes and diversity of faculties and
indeed whole universities will influence the
consumption of space. In principle small
units demand relatively larger areas because
of the miltiplying of ancillary services.

The appearance of new faculties such as the
faculties of Forestry and Pharmacy can con-
tribute to the general uncertainty. The con-
sequences will be reflected in changes in
student numbers, that means higher total
nrimber~ or a reversal of numbers between
I

faculties (with probably lower student rates
in Arts and Science).
The possible co~sequences of this situation
are:
a) that new and specialized buildings may be

required
b) that the available floor space at the time

can be adapted to changed functions
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A rate of approx. 200 sq.ft. per student should
by now be acceptabLe, but this figure will
probably go up when an increasing number of
post-graQuat~s will have to be accommodated
in the students' rpsidenccu. (The correspondingnal to base a forecast on anything but quite

" 1 f" f d I average figures in Scandinavian students' hostelsSlmp e average 19ures or area per stu ent. t
is therefore roughly estimated that each student are approx. 300 sq.ft. per student).

will need about 330 sq.ft. of actual academic According to the U.C.N. prognosis for 1974/75
building space, which indicates a development the number of students worklng on the Central
of up to approx. 1,700,000 sq.ft. of floor area. Campus will be approx. ;,800. Provided that

only 5 % of these arp living outside the

c) that certain departments could share exist-
ing facilities owing to the changes in
student ratios from one department (or
faculty) to the next.

In all events the most effective utilization
of available space is the question raised by
the uncertainties under discussion.

The total area for various stages of the
future development might be roughly estimat-
ed, according to the total number of students,
in the following way:

Total student number approx. 6,000:
At this stage the number of students on central
campus can be assumed to round 5,000 - 5,500
students.
In this uncertain future it would be irratio-

Total student number approx. 10,000 (maximum
prognosis):
Approx. 9,000 of these are envisaged to be
located on Central Campus.
With the above rate of area per student the
result will be a total building volume of
approx. 2,800,000 sq. ft. floor area.

DEMAND FOR RESIDENTIAL FLOOR SPACE

Men's residences: Sq. ft.
48,000
22)00~
32,000

(73,500

Halls Nos. 1, 2 and 3
Hall No. 4
Hall No. 5
Halls Nos. 6, 7 and 8
Kitchens, Dining-halls,
Commo~ Rooms

approx.

?2,ooo

Women's residences:

Hall No. 1
Kitchen, Dining-hall,
Common Room

16,000• approx.

6,500

approx. 220,000
(appr. 20.800 ~ )

The existing Halls of Residence contain a
total of 495 single rooms and 290 double
rooms. If the rooms were occupied according
to their originally designed purpose, they
would house 1,075 students, which would give
an area of approx. 200 sq. ft. per inhabitant.

Owing to the lack of accommodation single
rooms are used as double rooms and consequent-
ly the rate of area per student is as low as
approx. 150 sq.ft. It would be unjustifiable
to use this exceptionally low figure as a basis
for the forecast of future space requirements.

Campus it will be necessary to accommodate
approx. 2,650 in the residences. The corre-
sponding floor area can be estimated as
approx. 550,000 sq.ft., which means an addi-
tion to the existing buildlng volume of around
320,000 sq.ft. (30.000 ~ ).

At the present time an extension of the
W¢men's Halls is being built containing approx.
130 beds and Hall No. 9 with approx.

300 beds is on thp drawing-board. Later on
further Halls of Residence are projected to
the East and North of Halls Nos. 1,2,3 provid-
ing about 500 beds (the same number that was
previously estimated adjacent to Halls Nos.

;6,7,8). The Women's Halls will be further
extended by about 50 beds, and finally 500
units will be built on the slopes along the
Masonga Wai River.

To accommodate the necessary number of
students, when t e total student population
grows to "about 6,000, a further development
of the re idential areas will be needed,
providing for about 2,000 extra hostel beds
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(floor area approx. 400,000 sq.ft.). This
extention could consist of 200 beds adjacent
to the existing Women's Halls, 400 beds in
Protectorate Road, 600 beds in the small
valley North of the Halls Nos. 1,2,3 and 400
further beds Ql the slopes along the Masonga
Wai River.

Further residential areas accommodating for
a total number of up to 9,000 students will
be found on the Choromo Campus North of the
academic building zones.

KABETE

The Faculty of Veterinary Science has actual
plans for building extensions to accommodate
its clinical departments. Once these are
carried through, the student population on
Kabete will be 150-200 (2nd, 3rd, and 4th
year students).
The lay-out of buildings for education,
research and residence should be carefully
considered as an integral part of the entire
development of the Faculty of Veterinary
Science.
In this connection it is worth emphazising
that the establishment of a Faculty of Agri-
culture, recently resolved by U.C.N., seems
to open up very attractive opportunities for
a thorough integration of all agricultural
education if all the relevant departments for
this new faculty could be located in Kabete.
The surrounding open farmland will probably
offer almost ideal conditions for the con-
siderable expansion of the U.C.N. Kabete·
Campus to house such new important activities.(
These extensions will accommodate 90 students.
With additional space for education and admi-

~
nistration, the extension will bring the total
floor area up to about 40,000 sq.ft., not in-
cluding a few extra staff houses.
After this it should be possible to expand
still further up to a total approx. 60,000
sq.ft. of floor area for educational and resi-
dential purposes.

In order to arrive at meaningful assumptions
of the student population on the Central Campus
reductions have been made for a number of stu-
dents located in other university sections:
Kenyatta Hospital, Kabete and Kikuyu. This
report, however, deals primarily with the
possible development of the Central Campus,
and it is not until the next planning stage
is reached that three other sections can be
made subject to similar studies. Therefore
only short mention is made here of develop-
ment trends to be expected in these other
areas.

KENYATTA HOSPITAL

According to previous decisions the clinical
departments of the Faculty of Medicine will
be developed adjacent to the hospital build-
ings. A student number of about 250 (3rd,
4th, and 5th year students) is anticipated
for 1975.
Besides the necessary academic buildings,
residences for students and members of staff
will also be situated in the area.

KIKUYU

This area has certain development possibili-
ties and presumably these should be reserved
for the Institute of Adult Studies. The
programming of the Institute is in progress
to erect additional buildings, partly for the
Correspondance Course and partly for Resi-
dential Courses.
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III THE MASTER PLAN

THE MASTER PLAN

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The main question posed when planning the
future development of the university is
whether to continue development within the
central areas or to abandon this site and
move the entire university to a new place,
where opportunities of developing on vir-
gin land could create easier conditions for
physical development.

This question has been answered by a clear
IINolI•The university's close attachment to
the central functions of the city must be re-
garded as being of great importance, not only
in developed countries, but even more so in
developing countrie s such as Kenya. 'l'hecity
functions are bound to influence t~e education
and in return could greatly benefit from the
research and educational activities being car-
ried out in the university. Further to this
is added the fact that various types of educa-
tion and training, which are not regarded as
university disciplines to-day, will in the fu-
ture, possibly be attached in one way or an-
other to the university.
The indications are that the present central
site should continue to be developed in view
of the fact that a number of such education-
al institutions already exist in the city
centre and are likely to multiply there ~
the future.

The problems emanating from an isolated new. .•. .
location far out of the city are difficult to
dismiss and are most likely to increase the
existing cleft between the academics and so-
ciety. The isolation of students and lecturers
can to a certain extent be prevented, if not
avoided, through a central siting of t~e
most important university functions.

In a number of cases in the developed coun-
tries similar discussions have led to deci-
sions to develop existing university campuses
within densily developed city areas in spite
of the heavy costs attached to urban rede-
velopment.
E.g. this is the case of the University of
Edinburgh.

A PLANNING METHOD

Owing to the difficulties of establishing
reliable forecasts on the future number of
students and the future size of the univer-
3ity, a definite size is not regarded as a
major guideline for planning. The university
is regarded as an integral part of the city
with its rights and obligations parallel to
other city functions. This indicates that
the College and its development should be seen
as another town element, and the methodology
of planning has been developed on this view.

This leads to a physical pattern where the
central part of Nairobi can be described as
consisting of three functional zones: the com-
mercial, the governmental and the cultural
and educational zone. The co~ercial sector

~ remains east of Uhuru Highway.

The fast growing government functions have al-
ready stepped over the Uhuru Highway from the
dore, and are crawling up the hills opposite
the parliament.

The sector north 9f this can be regarded as
a cultural and educa.tional sector where not.
only the University College is located, but
also other educational and cultural facilities
such as the Museum, the lJational Theatre and
the Cultural Centre all the way to the Arts
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Center and the primary and secondary schools
on top of Hospital Hill. If the development
pattern here can be regarded parallel to tne
extensions of the government function', tne
area west of the Uhuru Highway adjace~t to
the Main Campus is preferred for educational
and cultural funct ions up the hill. \,itnin
this area the College funct~ons 'or tne unl-
versity functions) will then have to fit in
as a natural element.
This element has its special demands i~ de-
velopment. Because of the need to keep geo-
graphical distances as sma.l.;as possible, ':I..:d

because of the fluctuating situation o~ a ~e-
veloping university, with the acco~panying
changes in space-requirements for existing
branches of education as well as new and u -
known branches, the university has a demand
for a pattern of development, allowing for
concentration and flexibility.

~RA}<'}<'IC

Seen as a town element, the lniverJity Co~lege
is dependent on the traffic ~yste~ of thp city
of Nairobi. The city is planning and develon-

ing its traffic system, and it is therefore
time for the College to analyze its traffic
demands and to define what special requirements
can be put forward to the City of Nairobi to
be included and considered in the traffic plan.

The already obvious troubles caused by heavy
traffic passing along the fringes of the uni-
versity grounds will increase, not only by an
increase in traffic itself, but also because
new roads will be built as a consequence of
the continued development of the city-core of
Nairobi.
The inconveniences caused hereby(should be mi-,
nimized by taking special precautions Lr, t e
Lay-out of roads in the lay-out of U.C.N.' it-

•••self.
LANIl AVAILABLE }<'OR DEVELOPM.c;HT

The Main Campus has only small areas left for

f'rther develolmont, and some adjacent land,
namely the ~~orflLk area, has been considered
for d~ve Or~eLt purposcs as well. It is recom-
mended tnat t rs or+'o.Lk otel itself should
be re-Lnapbc 'or th i'1.iversity,accomodating
~~e ·t-lrofeS30r', re~earch-fellows and other
staff .emblr q vve ordi~ary student level.

s ~ l~r ~ar. 0' tr ~ are. can further be re-
devel epee ~or G "tens'or.r to ac1.,:1ty of Engi-
netr:.t.r).

h t.OSDlta.J...~l' o.rta offers extremely good
oppor~un tle. tor futlre develop~ent. A
greater part of the area lS sparsely developed
wi ~ • dwe Ll Lr~ Lou )~,• The pre sent land use of
t ha a area a s nu '"'la'. compared to its true
'')ueu".•..a ~n t eL - tot .c r- suited for such

....vcr ....ty education and
o t ner- cu cur a tit-....tions.

~[." Cnoz-om l are", .J..'"~lucr 1 ess regular as the
lr~nd is .i i v d ec, 1) OJ rivers and valleys. The
a.lr-ead bui t E..Jc-. c i o .<l. fG.cillties cater
for u.IE oi.olo ....ca c.i.er.ces and tl...epre-
cll-nic trni J ~ v( "E..n.r uri uedical
t. t. vi • t pv~Gible future de-

v e or: c,f e~ ed, cn t i . n , this area
for the uevelop~ent ofr.o.,de. er l

tHe tro.lr• i., o; U(,. c..SS1,t ar t , nurses etc.,
mear.wn Le a .otr.er art ric u Ld be kept aside
'o~ t'e ,xt,nSlO. 0: a reaa~ known university

~ur.ct Lon s w ~thi "GIn sphe rc of education and
researct ...•

he futurE' ed~cational pattern is UYlknown,
but a cer-ta.,» rrouping 01' academic functions
can be foreseen dnd t.:>a certair extent are
recommended for College development.

":he r.unani t i ee are in r;.urJ respects city-
orientated and d~pend furthermore very much
on the ser-vace s of t he library situated on the

ain (d:'lPY.S. or t.hi S reason the <acu.L ty of
.r"G" G1101 ~d ·rCD~in en tr,e existing ;"ain Campus.

t·
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The most uncomplicated fitting in and linking
together of even larger rooms has been an im-
portant objective.
Special laboratories, workshops etc., the
volume of which is at the present time uncer-
tain, is thought of as hall-like one-story
buildings fitted into the normal modular grid
but with larger spans and heights.

All functions of a university, however special The academic areas along the pedestrian way
and varied they may seem, can be sorted and are domi~ated by the normal buildings where
arranged Tn a few categories. In the physical the majorit~ of students are moving around.
planning of a university therefore, one can The more special laboratory halls and work-
operate with a limited number of room types shopq will primarily be placed alongside the
and with possible combinations of these. Southwestern boundaries on the assumption

Other university functions within this area
are the administration and the greater Assembly
Halls, also utilized by the city, and should
also remain here.

The Faculty of Engineering presents a problem.
This faculty may possibly grow rapidly. In
spite of the fact that Engineering is one of
the better accomodated fact:.lties, it will
need more space in the not too far distant fu-
ture. Thus, three possibilities are open for
consideration. The first is to extend the
school where it is by converting the Nor-
folk Hotel area into an extension area of the
Engineering School. The second is to extend
the activities of the faculty into the
existing buildings on the Main Campus and
remove other faculties or departments from
here to new sites elsewhere. The third is
to remove the school entirely into a new
area. No final recommendation can be made at
the present moment, but all the mentioned
possibilities should be kept open for the
time being.
The development area of Hospital Hill is re-
garded as the main development area for the
College as such. This means that all faculties
orientated towards professions, the Sciences,
Architecture and in the long run maybe the
Faculty of Engineerin9 should be located here.

ZONInG PRIORITY

The physical development demands certain pri-
orities. The major concern is to e~tablish the
whole of the development on both sides of the
Uhuru Highway. This means aiming at a locali-
zation of most building activities within the
next 5 to 6 years in this area, ana to~limit
the development of Choromo as fa7 as possible.

WORKING ACCOMMODATION

The choice of room types should be based on
knowledge of existing categories of functions,
the extent to which these may be assumed to
mix, and a survey of possible future develop-
ments. Concerning U.C.N. probably two stan-
dard room types will predominate.
The choice of combinations will be decisive
for the way in which, on a smaller scale, the
individual rooms are assembled within a cer-
tain building block, and for the way in which,
on a larger scale, the whole complex of build-
ings is grouped on the site.
Essential for the planning furthermore, is the
choice of the building system. The German Uni-
versities of Bochum and Marburg are good
examples in this respect.
In Bochum a definite clustering of separate
standardized buildings is preferred, thus pro-
ducing a rather closed solution, while in
Marburg a building system is chosen which
allows for more flexible adjustments to the
various functions already under construction
and still leaves possibilities open for later
alterations and additions.
In the preliminary sketches of future U.C.N.
buildings, certain choices of both room types
and their combinations are apparent.
In the normal buildings, planned on a firm
modular grid and of considerable depth, there
are offices, laboratories (singles and in
"landscapes"), teaching rooms of varying
sizes, services, ancillary rooms and circu-
lation spaces.
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that continuity is most essential for the
normal educational area.
At the same time the building volumes are
segmented in horizontal layers. The normal
rooms here are situated on the upper floors,
the ground floor left free for the inclu-
sion of more specialized rooms, such as lec-
ture-halls, common rooms and other enclosures
(possibly of a more temporary character, in
close connection with some department and
frequented by its students and members of
staff.
The obvious advantages of the described plann-
ing principles and building systems are not
confined to better building efficiency and
economy alone. Further benefits will be
apparent in a more flexible utilization of
the building spaces, in the long run being
able to meet even considerable and unforesee-
able changes.
Thus the objective for new U.C.N. develop-
ments should be to define systems rather than
buildings. In these systems areas can grow
and change on an orderly basis and the result
will be those neutral and flexible buildings
so often emphasized in this report.

LIVI G ACCOMODATIOIJ

Students
The students' hostels are to-day concentrated
west of the Uhuru Highway. In many respects
the environment here plays an enormous r81e
in the daily life of the students and their
social situation. This affects the Halls of
Residences themselves but even more the way
they are layed out, the way they stimulate
intercommunal activities, not only in spor-ts
but also for the majority of daily de nds.
This means that all facilities s~rving the
students should be in close relation to the
hostels and at the same time, of curse, in
close relation to the educational facili-
ties, where the students ~ive and work more
than half the time.

Staff
Housing for the teaching staff is not con-
sidered as a serious problem in the physical

planning of the University College, and the
present trend where the teac~ers live spread
out, so to say, absorbed within the natural
patterr. among other members of the society
should be continued.

An accommodation of significance for plan-
ning of the Central Campus area is the accom-
modation for visit'ng lecturers or profes-
sors, researcr.-fe: lows and others who do not
have the demand for long-term accommodation
elsewhere; Lr, tLe t owr, but have to be housed
close ~o the 0n~v(;r.ity facilltles for short-
er periods.

TIU~ PLANNING IDEA

All these considerations lead towards the
planning concept of a ribbon development, or
"linear" development, where distances are
geographically small, where the concentration
of educatior.al activitles is high and where
flexibility exists in the greatest measure for
change inside buildings and extensions outside.
In IJairobi a linear development can be directed
from the :Ylair.Campu e towards the West and North-

.eat on ~op of Hosp ital H' 11, wh er e academic
buildings can be cor";tructed in continuity
along a pedestrian spine, where students' fa-
cilities, cater~ne, kiosc8 etc. can oe placed.
~he stud(;nts' accomodation is orientated from
the opposite side of the spine towards the
same common facilities.
In the foreseable future, pedestrian traffic
will be predominant within the Central Campus.
The conclusion is to provide pedestrian ways
which are as direct as possible, and as com-
fortable as pocsible. ~ne pedestrian way must
1'01.1owthe main edu cat i,o.iaL facilities, the
main co:it:munalfacilities ard tue hostels, and
should be sheltered from rain and sun. It is

Jposgib~e to create this within the context of
linear developme~t and concentrated building
construction.
Sports faciliti~s SQould be in close contact
with the hostels an are, in a secondary sense,
attached to'the pedestrian system; whilst the
Choromo area, will have to be regarded as an
isolated location for a long period to come.
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ThlS _ode leads trc Li!e~L uevelopment direct-

ly t owar-ds the ,,(.:;t u'Jr.1JI to ;:itate House Road.

1'1".emodeL accep u ~ l noromo cnly C1.Sbeing a per-

mane .tLy Ls oLa t c. pr- ci.r.c t of the university

with possibilLtie:::; 0 extension:::; only to fa-

culties already there. Thi:::; model has certain

ModeL 1. virtues through its apparent sLnpLi.c I ty , but a

The model bends the linear development uphill number of technical difficulties are attached

towards North-Ylest of the existing meri' s to it. The major one is tha t a projected road,

hostels towards Chor-omo, This model is techni- serving this development from the round-about

cally apparently the most sui table choice to at the Uhuru Hf.gnway has to be constructed up

make. The traffic pattern, land tenur:e and the .ri.Ll, • .ihis would be expensive and wouLd

land values indicate that the develop nt of separate the womenIS IaLl s of r.e sf.dence s from

this model is possible, and furthermore this other parts of the University College funct-

line of development will provide an earlier ions.

..'fo
;s:y.O'"':;l -e,

DBV ,0 t,.L OL.t!d 1

Based on these assumptions two mall, icd eLa

with several variations have be~n examlned.

These two models have a common first phase in

connecting the r,;ain Campus more ef'fe ot Lv c.l y

with the Hospital Hill area.

linking'of the university as a whore with the

uni versi ty functions already· in 'Jhoromo area.

For a later stage the mod~l gives a reason-

able and justifiable background of further de-

velopment north of' Choromo and towards the

,{est.

..'f
~ ••... , -e,

r:'.'-:'.
,~.... ~ .....

• ( • ~ . i.... -.
( c

;) e~ l~.

Furthermore thiG development would encroach

on the pr-ern s es of v'le -~airobi Primary School

and pe~etrate into expensive residential

areas.

~he compar-f'acn between the models therefore,

comes out in favour of the bent development

which is recommended for consideration.
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The existing traffic- and planni ,; .;ituatl()'1.
has been described in Chapter I. :0 clarify
the future situation of t h c J.C."., E. propo-
sal for a traffic plan for the Central C[L~PUS
has been worked out invol vi.ng cer-tcd,n asm..anp-
tions and suggestions for the road syste~ of
the City of Nairobi.

The objectives are:

1. To create a sy st e-nwh i cn can be constructed
in phasec follorline the developnent of the
University whereby the first phaoes or de-
velopment require only small ch ange s or
extensions to the pre cent r03.d(s~-stem•.

2. To create a system where sections can be •,
defined as serving nainly the U.C.~. to al-~ .
low the construction of this systen inde-
pendently of the .•C.C. development of
roads should this De necessary.

The university system can be described ~s
consisting of three co~bined sectors - the
Main Campus, the Ho spi tal .lill and the Choromo
system.

1. 'I'h.eLla i n Campu s system develops between the
junction at University Yay and a proposed
junction at the new by-pass along Nairobi
liiver. ny neans of the latter junction, the
.lain Campus can be connected with areas on
the other side of the valley.
J~ new r-oad fron this junction along Nor-
folk dotel leado to a central parking lot
at the Uhuru Il.i.ghway , from where a subway,
for Lrrt er-naL U.C .;-. communication westwards
is proposed by w i.derrLng the existing pede-
ctrian subway to allow the pnssage of cars
as well as pedestrians.

2. l'he Hospital Hi 1.1 system consist s of a lower
and upp er system. 'ihe lower system is con-
ne ct ed to the .a i.n Campus and f'o.l.Low s the
foot of the .J~opes cerving o.s an internal
line 01 commur.Lcut Lon , It ckirts communal
facilities, students' hostels and cports
facilities, and continues up to Choromo.
Parking facilities can be attached to this
G;:lS teal.

'I'1.eupper cyr.t en ic the public road system
of Hospital Hill. State Ho u ce Hoad-I:enton
Drive ic the feeder of the system. Smaller
roads can lend Pron here into the area, as
cul-de-cacs i later ot;l,;eif required.
i'n i s sy ot cn ciiouLd develop as the public
access to the future univeroity grounds.
A short-cut between the lower and upper sy-

s t ern iu propooed r.o rth of De Lama r-e Girls
High .schoo L,

A more direct cO~'1.ection than at present
between State Iouse ,{oad and Kenton Drive
is considered in future.

3. 'I'heChorOillOcys ten haG only one road Li.nk-

ing t+.e 10':I-l:'i.g ey c t em of Hospital Hill
to the planned extension of the Ring Road.
In a long-tern development a relocation of
riverside Drive should possess advantages.

\.direct pedestrian connection fron Choro-
mo to Hospital" Hill can, in later stages,
be developed across the !.lasonga ..'aiRiver
Valley;
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The N.C.C. system consists first of all of the flat, empty land between Uhuru Highway and the
highways within the area. foot of Hospital Hill should be kept free of

The junction at the U.C.U. sports grounds will vegetation presenting itself as flat, green
probably acquire one of the heaviest traffic sports grounds. The communication lines with-
intensi ties in Na Lr-obi , It will cross the Uhuru in thi s area should therefore strictly lie a-
Highway with a new East-"\/est highway along the long buildings or other constructions alor:g
Nairobi River and Ma songa \'IaiHiver Valleys.

For this purpose a special type of junction
has been sketched to create as little inconve-
nience as possible for the U .C.l.• use of land
here. For this reason also, the proposal is
brought forward to place the highway low dOWel
in the Maaonga ~"faiRiver Valley and not high
up on Hospital Hill.
I'lhethera new road "line" could appear in the
Hospital Hill area in the future is a problem
open to investigation, for if the rTgong Boad-
Kenyatta Avenue system should be too difficult
to improve, a new road along the line of the
Processional Jay night be a solutior: to the
problem of feeding traffic to the western
suburbs.

In the Choromo area attention has been paid to
the possible c~anges of the road system at the
junction at the .iestlands mar-ket shopping
centre by pointing at the possibility of crea-
ting a more southerly connection of the exten
ded Ring Road to Uhuru Highway.

;,lAIlJ" Al1CHITEC'rUl1ALJ?:2A'rUH3S

As the development plan concludes in propo-
sals for the siting of buildings in the. pre-
sent triennial plan, and also for bui~ings,
evolving from the projections until 1975, it
is necessary to state a few intentions on the

~architectural aspects of the plan~

LANDSCAPING

It would be natural to respect and to exploit
the topographic features of the ground. The

the foot of the hills.

The forest-like character of the slopes of
Hospital Hill and the entire Choromo area
should be preserved as far as possible.

The high density lay-out of buildings should
assure that landscaping between buildings be
finalised as soon as construction work is fi-
nished. These areas can be paved and land-
scaped.

BUILDI;TGS

A major concern is the orientation of buildings
as regards sun-radiation. The optimal situa-
tior. is to orientate facades to South and
Horth by wh i.ch the f'acad ee need no further
CUrl-protection thun roof projections.

~he orientation can vary slightly from this
without creating functional inconveniences,
and accordingly an orientation on Hospital Hill
nas been chosen ninimizing the difficulties
in combining orientation with the main direct-
ion of developnent towards ITorth-"'iest.

-"he buildings or, the I:ain Campus can not be
designed on this assumption. 80 many and large
buildings already exist compared to a relative-
ly small future addition, and the intention
is therefore to complete the Great Court com-
plex. Inconveniences from sun-radiation must,
in this case, be met by control devices built
~nto the fabric of the buildings themselves.

The major part of the buildings, academic and
residential, should be constructed in low rise.
No more than 3 to 4 floor levels should be the
rul~ in order to avoid the inconveniences or
expenses arising out of vertical communication
problems for students and staff.
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E'IRS'!' PHAJE OF DEVELOPME?:_

Thi1:;illustrates the land to be developed up to 1975.

Full line indicates areas utilized t o-duy ,

Dark brown: Common f9.ci1.i t i.ee

Brown: Academic fe.cl.l.Lties

ltlediUI:l.brown: at uden t a ' residences

Bright brown: Sports fe ct Ld t a.es ,

1: v.o

THE FIRST PHASE OF DEVELOPIiIEI;T

This phase covers approx. the demand until
1975. Accordir~ to the objectives argued in
favour of concentrating development initial-
ly in the southern parts of the Central Cam-
pus area, a first phase of development has
been proposed.

Academic buildings are to be added to the Main
Campus but the major part of academic develop-
ment is on Hospital Hill.
Only a small portion of building activity is
added on Choromo. The existing resi~en~ial
areas on Hospital Hill are expanded to cater
for all new student accomodatiol~,
Sports facilities are provided for by a swi
ming pool, and t~e Central Catering Unit is....
also built in this area.

No changes in the t~affic system are necessary
during this initial growth, but the first part
of the internal U.C.N. communication line
along t~e foot of Hospital Hill is constructed
in combination with the Central Catering Unit,
swimming pool and Halls of Residence.

FI.ST PHASE0 H !LL:r'..... S S.r ~. 1: 30.000

hick ine: major r-oads

'iedium line. minor but im.jJu.!'t3.~troad ••

hfn .J. ne . JC~. r ad ac ce

ottea ine· p destr ~ way

In this phase the Central Campus will cater
for a total of approx. 3.000 students, which
represents an addition of 1.300 students to
the present number.

The total demand 1'or land will be 27.4
acres (11 ha), 16.9 acres (6.8 ha) for aca-
demic buildlngs and 10.5 acres (4.2 ha) for
students' Halls of Residence.

All students' accommodation will be on Hospi-
tal Hill. The 1.300 new students will require
approx. further 10.5 acres (4.2 ha) of land
for residential use. The development of aca-
demic floor space is 210.000 sq.ft. on the
Main Campus (20.000 m2) requiring 5 acres. ,
(2 ha) of la~d. On Hospital Hill it is
210.000 sq.ft~ (20.000 m2) requiring 4.9
acres (2 ha), and on Choromo 105.000 sq.ft.
(10.0 0 m2) requiring 7 acres (2.8 ha ) of
land.
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THE SECONIl PHASE OF DEVELOPMEHT

Academic development continues on the I.iain
Campus and on Hospital Hill. ~urther exten-
sions on Choromo are most likely to take
place.

Residential development contlnues on Hospital
Hill and residential development starts on
Choromo.
The Norfolk Hotel is converted intu univer-
sity premises accommodating senior st~dents
and staff and supplementary catering facili-
ties.

The road pattern might start to change in
this phase. The Uni versi ty ':faywill have.
been extended to the East and (by dotted
li~es) it is indicated that the new highway.•.
along Uairobi River is under con st rc taon ,

The internal U.C.N. Road is ext er.d ed along
the foot of Hospital Hill and the s~ort-cut
up to Kenton Drive is a reality. -,'To~athe;
short-cut, the development 01 the road to
Choromo across I.1asonga\'IaiRiver lS con-
structed as well.

~..... ,,-:;... :
,,(':,.

1.•"

.,'»
, ~.~--
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Dotted thi!.!k 11.Tl(>:pc s s t ole coue tz-uc t Lcn of major- r-caa s

M d~·.m xne : rni'1.or U .cp c t nt rO:J.'J.3

) a

tea p c r-

The subway under Uhu ru H'i.ghway to the parking
Lot is cons t ru ct ed and possibly its continu-
ation across Nairobi River Valley is under
construction.
In this phase the Central Campus area will
accommodate 5.000-5.500 students, an addition
of 2.000-2.500 compared with first phase.

The total demand for land will be 41.5 acres
(16.8 ha), 23.5 acres (9.5 ha) for academic
buildings and 18 acres (7.3 ha) fer students'
Halls of Residences.

On Hospital Hill a further 530.000 sq.ft.
(50.000 m2) academic floor space will have
been developed requiring approx. 12.5 acres
(5 ha) of land •

!l.pprox.2.000 stude~ts in this area will
demand a further 16 acres (6.5 ha) for resi-
dential use.

On ~~oro~o a further 160.000 sq.ft.
~15.000 m2) academic floor space has been
developed requiring approx. 11 acres (4.4 ha)
o:fLand , Ap p ox. 250 studerrt s in this area
will demand a further 2 acres (0.8 ha) for
residen"tial use.
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In this phase the Central Campus area will
accommodate approx. 9.000 stude s, .an addi-
tion of 3.500-4.000 students compared with
second phase.

The total demand for land will be 71 acres
(28.8 ha), 43 acres (17.4 ha) for academic
functions and 28 acres (11.3 ha) for resi-
dential functions.

On the lain Campus a further 105.000 sq.ft.
(10.000 nf) academic floor space will have
been developed requiring approx. 6.5 acres
(2.6 ha) of land.

On the Hospital Hill a further 800.000 sq.ft.
(75.000 m2) academic floor space will have
been developed requiring approx. 18.5 acres
(7.5 ha ) of'land.

Approx. 2.000 student~ in this area will
demand a further 16 acres (6.5 ha) for resi-
dential use.

On Choromo a further 270.000 cq s rt , (2J.000 nf)

academic floor space will have been develop-
ed requiring approx. 1d acres (7.3 ha) of
land.

Approx. 1.500 students in this area will
demand a further 12 acres (4.9 ha) for resi-
den~ial use.,

The total deman of additional land compared
with to~day will be 139.9 acres (56.7 ha)
83.4 acr~s (33.8 ha) for academic functions
and 56.5 acres (22.9 ha) for residential use.
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SECOND PHASE Or' DEVELOPMENT
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commor, rc or s ::t c.
,jy conc errtr-at Lr.g t n, ,- f'ac Llt t aea, i.e. hostels Cn CLororro the communal faci2.ities are de-
a :.acad c llC t ';'10 , " _ t' cer t re of crav; ty

CE.r LO"P towa.r1:: t~", "C ot and t 1e .or-tr ,

LJUD USE

The r~aster Plan can accomnodat e a total of
3.100.000 sq.ft. corresponding to 2g4.000 m2

floor space in academlc buildings.

In the awareness t na't the u .C•.,. is not like-
ly to utilize all t1:lelund sincled out for
long-term expansion in the iITJrrediatefuture,
it is important to prrduc& a plan spaceous
enough f'o.rLar-ge scale deve Loj..n ut when ex-
pa. ~ion does occur.

'h= I.lasterPlan combines tne tnree campus
areas, i.e. the l.:ainCampus, Hospital Hill
and Choromo.

.ic;achof these are in tne long run regarded as
partly' self contained units empha sdzi.ng the
concentra tion of conununa.L facili tie s or'all
e o r t e Tor tne s t uc errt c or lo ap i ta.; ~.il2..

The indications of land use carry slightly
different meanings from area to area.

ACAl'E;.uCBUILDIliGS

On the Main Campus this refers to development
of educational and administratire buildings.
The density of development is the same as in
recent development.

On Hospital Hill this reflects standardized
building construction in a high-density lay-
out of a floor space ratio aiming at a space
ratio of no less than 1:1. Low-rise construc-
tion (max. 3 floors) is closest to the pe-
destrian spine, and higher builaings can be
buil t farther to the Y/est leaving ,open
spaces between buildings for ser~ce roads
and short-term parking.

IOn Choromo the land use indicates buildings.•.
within a similar lay-out as at present.

E .!.n' 1: 0.v -'

ed. -ac ec, c .ur-po

e s i de ••~a pt..

1'e! .:.>po:"t.• f 111~s

On the .:ain L:l:~,PUS this means utilization of
accommod at i.on in the ::orfolk Hotel for short-
term staff and post-gradua(;cs, on Hospital
Hill and Choromo the land is for students'
Halls of Residence in a high density lay-out.

COIITIIUNilL 'ACILI'U"";"

On the. Ma i n 'iampus this r-e t er c t o vc he re-
staurant and ;';:it che r, facilities of the :Tor-
folk Hotel to oe converted into catering fa-
cilities for -chiv campus.

At the foot of llospital Hill it indicates the
location of the Central Catering Unit, the
Students' Union building and possible other
larger unlts. Alor.g the pedestrian spine the
signature indicates ~maller amenities as kiosks

fined as a sub-lQcutio~ 01 catering facili-

JPORrS

rrhese areas are only shown in the low lying
areas around the prE'''ertsports grounds and
express the wish to concentrate larger sports
facilities in one ~rea.

Smaller facilities should, however, be located
near to all students' Halls of Residence allow-
ing for occasional sport such as badminton,
table tennis etc.

PARKHiG

Important traffic functions are singled out
as indications for the localization of park-
ing lots required for long-term parking, and
in some places, serving other than university
demands.
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DEMANDS FOR LAND

The demand for floor space has been de-
scribed in Chapter II. HoVi much land this
development aquires depends or. the ratio of
floor space to ground which can be achieved.

As large portions of the U.C.N. premises can
not be used for construction, the ratio of
existing floor space to land available Vlould
create a false impression. It is difficult,
however, clearly to indicate such a ratio
for the existing premises and the calcula-
tions are therefore tentative.

On the developed part of the Main Campus,
the floor space ratio is approx. 0.7:1. It
is possible to build an extra 350.000 sq.ft.
over and above the present 300.000 sq.ft.
for academic functions. The resulting floor
space ratio would then be 0.9:1.

On Hospital Hill the objective is to achieve
a ratio of no less than 1:1 in the construc-
tion of academic buildings. The present rate
of students' accommodation is 125 per acre,
which is being used as a future standard as
well.

On the developed part of Choromo the floor
space ratio is 0.3:1. In the future a simi-
lar ratio is foreseen.

LONG-TERM DEMAND ADDITIONAL LAND OF THE
FOR ADDITIONAL LAND I,lASTERPLAN

ACADEMIC RESIDENTIAL ACADEMIC RESIDEnTIAL COI\IMON
FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS FACILITIES

1IIAINCAMPUS 11.3 11.4 1.2
Land in acres (4.6) 0 (4.6) 0 (0.5)

HOSPITAL HILL 35.8 42.5 44.4 34.3 23.5
Land in acres (ha) (14.5) (17.2) (18.0) (13.9) (9.5)

CHOROMO 35.8 14.1 40.7 9.6 4.0
Land in acres (ha) (14.5) (;5.7 (16.5) (3.9) (1.6)

TOTAL PER FUNCTION 83 (" 56.5 96.5 43.9 28.6
Land in acres (ha) (33.6) (22.9) (39.1) (17.S) (11.6),

I

TOTAL fs9.5. 169.1
Land in acres (ha) . 56.5) (68.5)

,
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMANDATIONS

Based on this preliminary study the planners
reconunend:

A. That the University College Nairobi remain,
with the major part of its functions and
facilities, in the Central Campus area
and that these functions and facilities
be further developed vii thin this area.

1. The Faculties of Arts, Conunerce,
Science, Architecture, Design and De-
velopment and .,~ngineering, with their
associated institutions, and the pre-
clinical training in i.~edicine and
Veterinary 0cience are developed here.

2. The ~aculties of Veterinary Science
and Agriculture are developed on the
Kabete campus.

5. The Faculty of Medicine is developed
at the Kenyatta Hospital.

B. That the University College Nairobi agree
to the principles of the p~climinary de-
velopment plan for the Central Campus
area.

1. The building activities for the pre-
sent and next triennial period should
be concentrated in the so;;.thernpart
of the Central Campus ar-ca , :lormally
only facilities directly related to
the biological sciences should be
located on Choromo.

2. The ;,lainCampus should during this
period of time be developed as little
as possible considering the likely,
but undefined, growth demand of the
?ac~lty of Engineering.

3. If possible the U.C.Il. shouj d ta{e
over t ne jlorfoll(Hotel to utilize it
as: ~
a) Acconunodation for visiting prof'es-

sors, short-term ap~ointed staff
arid senior students.

b) Catering facilities for the Main
Campus and reception facilities
for the U.C.lT.

c) A development area for the Faculty
of Engineering (behind the restau-
rant buf.Ld.i.ng };

C. That the f'o ll.owtng buildings or facilities
be finally sited as indicated in Chapter
III of the study.

1. Central Catering Unit in front of the
men's Halls of Residence Nos. 1, 2, 3
and the Secretarial College.

2. The building for the Department of
Education on the lain Campus.

3. Students' Halls of Residence North and
~est of men's Halls Hos. 1, 2, 3.

4. The building for the Faculty of Ar-
chitecture, Design and Development
South of men's Halls of ltesidence
Los. 6, 7, 8.

5. The building for the Department of
Physics on the same site as 4.

6. A swi~~ing pool in front of men's
Halls of Residence No. and The
Central Catering Unit.

D. That prior to the completion of the final
development plan, U.C.I;. should negotiate
to gain possession of the following land:

1. a) Norfolk Hotel (comp. with B. 3)

b) Supplementary land for the central
parking lot on the Main Campus.

c) Land in front of the YI.,CAand land
ad jacent to the Y1.lCAswinuning pool
and in front of the Secretarial
College for conununal facilities
(the Ce~tral Catering Unit and the
3tudents' nion building).
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d) Parts of the residential area on
Hospital Hill for a pedestrian way
connecting the Women's Halls of
Residence with the main pedestrian
spine.

e) A strip of land between YMCA and
the United Kenya Club to the sub-
way under Uhuru Highway for the
construction of the main pedestrian
spine.

These areas mentioned are for utili-
zation before 1975.

2. a) Private properties South of Masonga
"IVaiRiver and along the Riverside
Drive for students' hostels.

b) Government land on top of Hospital
Hill (refer to second phase of de-
velopment, Chapter III).

These areas mentioned are for utiliza-
tion after 1970, but more likely after
1975.

E. That the University College Hairobi start
negotiations to clarify whether claims
can be established to the following land:

a) The land on top of Hospital Hill in
continuation of the area mentioned as
D.2.b).

b) The land North of \"Iomen'sHalls of
Residence.

This land will most probably not be uti-
lized before 1975 but for the final
Master Plan it is of importance toclari-
fy the position as regards this land.

F. That for the preparation of thl Master
Plan 1970, the U.C.N. as~ the" Nairobi
City Council to consider mainly the
following proposals of the"~e11minary
study:

a) The proposed maJor road system of the
Central Campus area.

1. The location of the new highways
in the Nairobi River-Masonga Yiai
River Valleys and their junction

with Uhuru Highway.

2. The location of State House Road
and its connections to the major
road s ,

3. The location of a new road along
the line of Processional Way as a
possible substitute to the Ngong
Road-Kenyatta Avenue.

4. The relocatio:J. of Riverside Drive
and a possible new position of the
extension of'Ring Road and its
junction with Uhuru Highway.

b) The proposed internal road system of
the U .C.lT.

1. A central and public parking lot
on the loIainCampus.

2. Roads on the Main Campus, Hospital
Hill and Choromo and their junc-
tions to the major roads.

c) The proposed systems of storm-water
disposal and sewage disposal.

PRIORITIES IN LAND REQUIREMENTS

Dotted line: enci.J'cles U.C.N. property

Dark brown: Land utilized by U.C.!i. in 1968

Mediumbrown: U.C.N. land to be utilized wi thin the first phase of

1:10.000

development

Dark vao'l e te Land required by U.C.N.

Violet: For immediate use

Medium-viole-p! Par use appr-ox , 1975

Medium-bright:
For later use

Bright-violet:
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Sn'ING OF BUILDINGS ON MAIN CAMPUS

This page: Seen from south-west

Opposite page:View from above (seen on plan) appr-cx , scale 1 :2.500

SITING OF BUILDINGS

1st Stage, 74/75

MAIN CAMPUS

Buildings of 2 and 4 stories for Education
and Art will enclose the Great Court on its
Western side.
Standardized academic buildings are envisaged
on both sides of the existing Department of
Chemistry building. There, together with a
possible large lecture theatre, will close
off the Court to the South. (,
North of the buildings for the Faculty of
Engineer~ng a single building volume is shOwn
in v~rying heights of 1-2 sto~ies to be used
for specialized laboratories etc. Further
extensions to the academic spaces might occur
by transferring areas in existing Main Campus
buildings to the Faculty.
Total academic floor area for Main Campus in
this stage approx. 55.000 ~ (589,000 sq.ft.).
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Development is placed in these "neutral"
buildings together with Departments of Phy-
sics and Mathematics.
New students' Halls of Residence are placed
in continuation of Halls 1-2-3 and on the
slopes in front of these halls.
The Central Catering Unit is situated next
to the pedestrian way leading from the Main
Campus to the new academic and the existing
residential areas. The swimming pool and other
common buildings are close to the unit.
Total academic floor area for the Hospital
Hill in this stage approx. 21.000 m2

(224,000 sq.ft.).

SI'l'ING OF BUILDINGS ON HOSPITAL HILL

This page: Seen from North

Opposite pate:V1ew from above (seen on plan) approx. scale 1 :2.500

CHOROMO

HOSPITAL HILL

At this stage only minor building activities
will appear. The preclinical schools of the
Faculties of Medicine and Veterinary Science
are under est~blishment on the area in close
connection with the existing Departments of
Botany'and Zoology.
Total academic floor area on Choromo in this
stage 20.000 m2 (214,000 sq.ft.).

An arrangement of standardized terrassed
structures - "multipurpose" buildings - are
shown on the sloping area South of Halls
6-7-8.
The Faculty of Architecture, Design and
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SITING OF BUILDINGS

2nd Stage (6,000 students)

MAIN CAMPUS

In principle no further development takes
place beyond the 1st stage, except for certain
extensions of the Faculty of Engineering.
Total academic floor area for Main Campus in
this stage approx. 60.000 m2 (645,000 sq.ft.).

HOSPITAL HILL

The area between Protectorate Road and Turners
Road is now built up with a floor area of
approx. 49.000 m2. Next to the pedestrian
spine are standardized buildings of 3-4
stories intended for general academic purposes
and for research in normal laboratories.
Towards Turners Road, however, certain build-
ings of a more specialized character should
be envisaged, e.g. one-story buildings co-
ordinated in planning modules with the above
mentioned standardized buildings but with
larger spans and ceilingheights to be used
for laboratory halls, workshops, etc.
Standardized buildings in 6-8 stories might
also occur in this area accommodating post-
graduate research and members of staff.
Residences will be further developed at
Women's Halls, on Hospital Hill Road and
along the slopes down to Masonga Wai river.
Common buildings for students' Union etc.
should be placed in close connection with the
Central Catering Unit.

~
Total academic floor area for the fiospital
Hill in this stage approx. 7o.00~ m2,
(750,000 sq.ft.).

CHOROMO

The Biological Depar~ments are developed
further. Standardized buildings for the
eventua~stablishment of new faculties
placed on the Eastern part of the area.
Total academic floor area on Choromo in this

are

stage approx. 35.000 ~ (375.000 sq.ft.).

VIE";I PHOIli .;BQ\'l. (::;t...-::: 0:. PL.,.:) 0 •. SECO.'1J P!iA.... oi .J ..•\SLOP:.:E~"" 0:,

TH~ C::;:lTRAL CAKPU.,,)

Approx ~ scale 1: 10.000
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SITING OF BUILDINGS

3rd Stage (approx. 10,000 students)

MAIN CAMPUS

The Faculty of Engineering gets its labora-
tories and teaching accommodation further
extended on the slopes behind the Norfolk
Hotel.
The remaining Main Campus is rounded off by
standardized academic and common buildings
along the pedestrian way leading up to
Hospital Hill.
Total academic floor area for the completed
Main Campus approx. 65.000 m2 (695,000 sq.ft.).

HOSPITAL HILL

The development of the academic building
types is continued towards Northwest.
In the Southeastern corner, YMCA's site is
disposed of for further centre functions.
The residential area to the North is total-
ly built up.
Total academic floor area for the Hospital
Hill premises approx. 140.000 m2

(1,500,000 sq.ft.).

CHOROMO

A further development by standardazed acade-
mic buildings has taken place. The Northern'
part of the Choromo site is occupied by gr~ups

••of student hostels.
Total academic floor area on Choromo approx.
60.0 0 m2 (645,000 sq:ft.).

Appr-ox , ccu. e 1: 10.000
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APPENDIX A
BASIC VIEW POINTS ON THE PLANNING
OF UNIVERSITIES
By Jan Schroeder
Secretary to the Vice Chancellor's Assembly,
Copenhagen

INTRODUCTION

We think that for this interim planning
report a few general viewpoints on the func-
tions of universities are required, partly
as a background for the initial physical
planning, partly to contribute to the cur-
rent discussions and negotiations on the
problems of higher education in Kenya.

Considering the short time available and the
limitations of information available, it has
only been possible to point at a few of the
problems which will be in the limelight
while processing a final development plan
for the University College.

The author of this paper is relatively free
in not feeling bound by British, American
or African university traditions. His back-
ground is that type of university education
which has been developed in Scandinavia,
especially in Denmark. This type of univer- -
sity, which has been influenced by ther
traditions of German and French Universities,
can be described as Continental. The view-
points dealt with in this paper wil1: be'
very general and only to a l~ited extent
directed especially towar&s African or Kenyan
university conditions.

In the recent ~st a general debate has been
going on in Scandinavia on higher education,
its organization and purposes. The institu-

tions of higher education1) have come into
the public eye after a very long period of
isolated existence in society. An important
reason for this is that a number of the
conditions and assumptions relating to the
previous organization of higher education
have been radically changed, mainly as a
result of the explosive growth in student
numbers. This growth stems from the changes
in occupational patterns which have occurred
in all the industrialized countries: That is
to say there has been a decrease of employ-
ment in the primary occupations (agriculture
etc.), a stagnation or decrease in the secon-
dary occupations (industry etc.) and a heavy
increase in the tertiary occupations (com-
merce, liberal professions etc.). The
increase in student numbers has stepped up
the demand for public investment in the whole
of higher education.

Universities and other institutions for
~igher education have lagged behind in the
process of adapting to changing conditions
particularily with regard to the changes
needed in syllabus structure, subjectmatter

1) Besides the universities there are Lnat t tu t t.ono for higher

education such as. the engineering sciences, veterinary science,

schools of agriculture and forestry, schooLa of architecture,

music, dentistry, commerce, education and pharmacy ,
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and methods of education. Similarily the
accommodation problem has been stepped up
and taken on catastrophic proportions.
Working and studying conditions for students
and teachers alike have deteriorated. Dis-
content with the present organization has
become general. This again has created a
growing feeling that the heavy public in-
vestment in the entire structure for higher
education is not utilized purposefully.
It is on this background that the discus-
sion about the functions and objectives
of universities has started.
So far it has been agreed that it will be
necessary to reorganize the entire system
of higher education. As a first step in this
direction the analysis of a wide range of
conditions which are of importance has been
started in reaching the aims set. In so doing
it should be emphasised that the experience
gained by other universities in other coun-
tries and in parallel situations ought to be
used.

Based on his participation in this work, the
author has tried to point out some important
aspects. As the system of higher education
in most developing countries is established
upon European or American patterns, probably
the present critical discussions of these
patterns may be of interest for discussions
in a developing country.

UNIVERSITY PATTERNS

All universities deal with education at a
higher level. Furthermore teaching staffs
in universities are eneaged in resea/ch work,, .
in addition to purely teaching activities.

The concept of the university in ~e Western
world has arisen in three major forms: the
Continental, the British,and the American.

These university patterns have much in common
but the Continental system emphasizes studies
as a professional orientation and puts less
weight on general or all-round education.

Great Britain emphasizes the creation of a
general intellectual attitude amongst the
students. rhe American universities are
peculiar i~ underli~ing that no divisions
between scientist and citizen, or between
academic knowledge and practical knowledge
ehou Ld exi st. 'I'r.e e rea t seal of Cornell
Un"Lver.:;it.>-ha ~ the inscription "I would found
an institution where any person can find in-
struction in &.ny study".

In American universities the education seems
to include any topic at any level, e.g. some
universlties offer 12.~OO different courses
within areas spreading from running hotels
to symbolic logic. It can therefore be said
that no limits exist to the number of areas
of education which can be developed within
an educational system described as a univer-
sity. On the contrary, it is difficult to
imagine that a university should only offer
education within a single area, or that all
candidates should have the same training.
By virtue of post graduate training and re-
search in the most up to date scientific and
other academic fields, the level of education
in universities takes on a special character.
In Scandinavia it is a condition that unless
post-graduate education contains the latest
research activities at some point in the
course, the institution concerned can not
claim to be a phase of higher learning. It
follows that specialization does occur in
the education and finds its place towards the
end of training.

In Denmark, the idea for the future is to
concentrate or localize universities and
institutions of higher learning in "univer-
sity centres" so that co-operation between
~any different faculties can be acheived.

I Furthermore, the present trend in thinking
in Scandinavia is that a number of branches
of higher learning which hitherto have not
enj oye'd uni versi ty status should now be in-
corporated with th€ universities. E.g. a
centre con entrating on biological education,
medicine a~d veterinary science could very
well co-operate with schools nearly in
training laboratory assistants, nurses etc ••
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SIZE OF UNIVERSITIES

In spite of many attempts it has not been
possible until now to indicate optimal sizes
of universities, expressed in numbers of
students. This problem was recently dealt
with by the West Deutscher Rektoren Konfe-
renz and no result was arrived at. Apparent-
ly there are no minimum limits for student
numbers. The Robbins Report 2) has indicated
that British universities should be developed
to include not less than 10.000 students.
This minimum is probably based on the fact
that many British universities have tradi-
tionally had small numbers of students rang-
ing from 1.000 to 2.000 which is the situa-
tion the co=ission has wanted to change.

In Denmark it has recently been said that
new university centres should initially be
of the order of 5.000 students. It is antici-
pated that through this an effective utiliza-
tion of the sources can be acheived in terms
of teaching staff, acco=odation etc ••

Maximum sizes for universities are probably
impossible to indicate. In some countries
universities exist with student numbers well
above 20.000. The Robbins Repo~tates that
approximately 2.000 students will be the
upper limit for higher education within a
single branch or skill, if numbers exceed
this internal co=unication between
colleagues is bound to sufler. If it is at
all possible to draw a general conclusion
from the above statement, once faculty num-
bers exceed the upper limit the faculty
concerned should consider duplication.

2) Committee of H~gher Education: Higher Education. Report of the

Committee appointed by the Prime Minister under the Chairman-

ship of Lord Robbins 1961-63 .. Presented to the Parliament by

the Prime Minister by command of Her Majesty, October 1963.

Her Majesty I s Stationary Office ..

TYPES OF EDUCATION

Higher education will be strongly influenced
by the rapidly accelerating explosion of
knowledge whic~ we are experiencing to-day.
It is estimated that the total body of know-
ledge within individual spheres of knowledge
is being doubled every 10 years. There is no
sign that this growth is likely to decrease.

This knowledge explosion is bound to influ-
ence the content of curricula. Emphasis will
apparently be laid on what is called Metho-
dology. It must be assured that the students
assimilate the methodology of their special
domain and utilize it later in cpecialization
and the adjustment of knowledge wi thin their
sphere. The imparting of straight knowledge
will not be involved to the same degree in
the target of the education.

In this connection it should be meLtioned
that it is necessary to introduce modern
teaching methods (audio-visual aids, seminars,
group work etc.). As an example of a possible
consequence for the physical planning of the
university one may surmise that the demand
for large lecture-theatres may well be re-
duced, especially in relation to education
in the developing countries.

The great pace of expanding knowledge, more-
over, makes it desirable that research and
education belong to the same institution.
This contributes to improved co=unication
of research data and conclusions on the prac-
tical work being done to society as a whole.
This also means that the new generation of
scientists will find inspiration and influ-
ence from the scientists training them,
early on in their education.

The most important direct or indirect demand
placed upon a physical plan by the rapid

I

expansion of knowledge is the need for flexi-
bili ty.
The conte~t of spe~ial branches of knowledge
is undergoing steady 'changes and also the
teaching methods. The importance of profes-
sions or subjects change, and the number and
distribution of students change accordingly.
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The study of Theology originally dominated
the University of Copenhagen, but to-day
accounts for less than 2-~ ~~ of the total

number of students. This mutation has taken
decades. Similar mutations will nowadays
occur very much more rapidly. Reserves in
accommodation will be necessary to house
guest-professors, research- and educational
branches which are being created in between
the traditional boundaries of subjects or
profe ssions.

Consequently the physical planning must ope-
rate within building systems which give op-
portunities for unforeseeable expansion.

Finally many arguments point out that future
development will necessitate that the uni-
versity be increasingly responsible for at
least a part of the necessary re-training of
erstwhile graduates in need of refresher
training, and for post-graduate activity.
When re-training and post-gr~duate activity
is seen as necessary it will be understood
to be a direct result of the ~es created
by the expansion of knowledge.

DIFFERENT EDUCATIONS GEOGRAPHICALLY
CLOSE TOGETRER

As already mentioned universities can in-
clude all professions and subjects. This
means that it is in fact impossible to say
exactly what should be regarded as belonging
to the institution when speaking of the plan-
ner's "vision".

An indication or decision on how far the
university penetrates the entire s stem of
education horizontally by subje~s is of the
greatest importance in planning. The vertical
dimension must be considered as well. Th~s
has implications as well on. sic education
as on the already mentioned re-training or
post-graduate activities. However, it should
be stressed that many arguments point towards
the fact that a high degree of concentration
of training capacity should be aimed at with-
in the larger domains of professions or sub-
jects. To support this point of view it

should be mentioned that an American univer-
sity, through lack of space, decided to move
its medical school out to another campus
area. A few years later this was considered
a disaster because of its lack of contact
wi th the Gain body 0.•.' uni versi ty life, and
it was decided, in spite of heavy costs, to
move tne departoent back to its l'ormer posi-
tion.

The idea of creating special centres for high-
er edu cat Lori has already been me rrt Lone d , The
proposed centres are different from the ordi-
r,e;.rycor.cep t 0 f t 11S ..•.••iVf rsi ty since they
incorporate not only res~a~ch and the more
conventional academic subjects, but also
training centres for tec1inciar.s and other
service profe~~io.1S ascociated to the facul-
ties. r~hrough t h i c co-ordination it should be
possible to utilize resources and facilities
more economically and purposefully but in
addition the centres ~hould all be regarded
as having great value fOl the continued edu-
cation at all levels.

Founding such ur.iverslty centres it is stress-
ed to be necessary for a centre to concentrate
its activities within specific fields. The

permanent cOllL'1lissionknown as the planning
council of the higher education has stated
that such centres - very broadly sketched -
has to concentrate its activities about three
principa. subJect ~roups, which abstractly
are described .~ to low s:

a) The "costly" cub j ect s,
These inclUde sutJ€cts trat demands ex-
tremely expensive facilities such as
apparatus (in~truments) and voluminous
space of room (great areas for research
and teaching). ~,1anyof such subjects
require comprehensive, scientific environ-
ment because of its devision in sub special-
ized fields of studies.

In this group you may find the basic sub-
ject~ of the natural and medical sciences,
chemistry, physics, astronomy and to a
certain extent biochemistry, biophysics,
geology.
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b) The "environmentll-demanding subjects. which otherwise might appear to be unrelated
Hereby is meant subjects which have to in overall policy making, which have to be
found its teaching and research upon pre- made when planning higher education. Keeping
sent organization and natural conditions this in mind stating and decision-making can
such as lawcourts, public assistance of- be made on as rational a basis as possible.

fices, hospitals and wellfare-institutions, The reason for stressing this coherence is
schools, tradeorganizations, material for not often recognized as existing at all. The
soilbiology etc. coherence is very often hidden because the

c) The "ar-chfve-ed emend i.ng'' subjects. "de cd sd.on-cnakd.ng" involved is related to ad-
Disciplines which are mainly dependent on ministratively and geographicallY separate
the existence of material collected over organizations. Quite independently of the
many years such as libraries, museums etc. situation in a given society, it seems import-
Consideral parts of history research work,
archeology and spcific language and cultu-
ral fields of study belong to this group.

Furthermore a university or centre which in-
cludes a number of subjects or professional
spheres provides very good opportunities with-
in a relatively limited geographical area to
concentrate scientists within a community,
which is of greatest importance for co-opera-
tion and inspiration, and hence for the deve-
lopment and inspiration, and hence for the
development of various branches of research.
All experience in recent years goes on the
line that scientific progress now and in the
future will occur when the boundaries between
the traditional spheres of knowledge and edu-
cation merge. This creates the need for densi-
ty or physical concentration among related or
familiar subjects.

POLICY OF EDUCATION

As one of the concerns of universities is to
educate at a higher level, an education policy
raises 4 main questions:

1• Who shall receive the education? I",
2. What is the content of the education?
3. What shall the education train people for
4. What is the demand for fully

,... .
trained per-

sons in terms of numbers ?-

An ~lysis of these main questions will show
that decisions can not be made on one question
without influencing all the others. From fur-
ther analysis of the above questions it fol-
lows that there must be coherence in decision-
making, coherence between different decisions

ant to stress that these questions be viewed
in a comprehensive way. Different patterns
have been tried to solve this difficulty.
In Sweden a new central organization has been
created (UniversitetsKansler-embedet) which
has a very wide scope and range and powers
(i.e. it can take steps to influence the tra-
ditional self-government of the universities)
and it takes care of functions of co-ordina-
tion. It is responsible to government and
parliament for appropriate development within
th total higher educational system. One of
its functions is to process applications for
funds from the State budget on behalf of all
higher educational institutions so that appli-

cations can be made according to profession
and subject and not necessarily according to
institution.

?

To solve similar problems in Denmark 6 recent-
ly established commissions have started their
work. The commissions are: the Vice-Chancel-
lors assembly and 5 socalled co-operation com-
missions covering 5 different main fields of
subjects, namely humanities, social sciences,
IIhealthll-sciences (medicine, veterinarian,
pharmacy etc.), natural sciences and technical
sciences.

I

The commissions have mainly consultative tasks
and no executive powers what so ever. Their
possibl-tiy to influence the development of
the entire higher egucational system occurs
because, al~ essential matters that are esti-
mated to be of common educational interest to
some - or all - foundations have to be submit-
ted to the commissions.
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UNIVERSITY AND SOCIETY

In general it is characteristic of universi-
ties that they exercise their functions in
academic freedom and as selfgoverning insti-
tutions.

In his book "Universities: British, Indian,
African,,3) Eric Ashby defines academic free-
dom as: "That freedom of members of the aca-
demic community assembled in colleges and
universities which underlies the effective
performance of their functions of teaching,
learning, practice of the art and research.
The right to academic freedom is recognized
in order to enable faculty members and stu-
dents to carryon their r81es". This defini-
tion is likely to be supported by the majori-
ty.

In his writings, however, Ashby characte-
rizes a number of African university consti-
tutions as unreasonably based upon the
western university tradition, and he fore-
sees a movement towards entirely new formu-
lations suitable for the demands of develop-
ing countries: 4)"Africar.s are now seeking
a formula which will allow universities the
essential academic freedoms - freedom to
appoint staff, to select students to deter-
mine standards, and to design curricula - and
which at the same time will ensure that uni-
versities serve the essential needs of the
State. In desiring a new formula I am sure
the African leaders are right, for the social
purpose of a university in Africa differs
from its traditional social purpose in Europe.
In Europe universities have stood for conti-
nuity and conservation; in Africa unlversi-
ties are powerful instruments of ?hange.
They must, therefore, go into partnership
with the State, and for this purpose they I

require a fresh consti tutional"'pat'tern" •

Theories on organization have described uni-
versities as so-called closed systems. By

Eric Ashby: "Universities: 'British, Indian, African. A study

in the Ecology of Higber Education I"

Weidenfel and Nicolson, London 1966, p , 291.

4) Eric Ashby: "African Universities and Western Tradition!!

Oxford University Press, 1964, p , 97-98.

this the organization is described seen from
its inner structure. Two models must be men-
tioned: the hierarchic (the pyramid of pro-
fessors) and the bureaucratic. But a new
attitude has been developed in recent years
describing the possibility of viewing uni-
versities as open systems which depend on
tl1e whole social environment and as exist-
ing as a result of the balance between the
various groups of interests.

These interest groups influencing the uni-
versity structure are, among others, the
State, the Principal's office, various
boards and commissions, the lecturers, the
students, public and private organizations,
research institutions. It should be empha-
sized that the un i.v er s.i, ty is much more than
merely the sum 0__ all t he ce interests. As
an institution the university itself is an
orga-;rzation ',7ith a policy of its own cre-
ated by its interaction with the environ-
mente

Lhe aokn ow.led gemerrt that a uni versi ty is an
environment-depcnder. tins "itu tion (int ernally
and externally) ne cesru.t x t ea that the plan-
ning of the university - organizationally as
well as physically - Dust include cOllsidera-
tions on the place of t:!1.cuniversity in
society as a whole. In the Scandinavian coun-
tries the majority argues that the universi-
ties should be located in such a way that
they are integrated as far as possible with
the structure of society.

At the University College, Uairobi, this fac-
tor has already influenced the educational
pattern by the creation of practice-orientat-
ed research units, orientated towards demands
formulated by "he government as an experiment
for demands of the society.

By the end of the 19th century in Denmark it
was experienced that an institution for high-
er education led the strongly needed reorgani-
zation of a mo~t important scctor of the eco-
nomic life.

A newly' c:;:'eatedUniversity of Agriculture
investigated, through its research bodies,
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the possibilities o~ reorientating agricul-
ture away fror:J.corn crops for expo:::-t,upon

which it had hitherto subsisted, towards a
refined dairy industry producinG milk, butter,
cheese, etc ••

Within 10 years hundreds of dairy co-opera-
tives had been created as a direct result of
the University of Agriculture's research and
information activities.

A more recent example from our small Danish
society is the technical research which has
grown up in close connection with the Techni-
cal University. A number of research institu-
tions, financed partly by industry and relat-
ed organisations and partly by the Government,
have been created during t~e la~t 10 years
with duties in external advice as a most im-
portant part of their task.

Surely parallels might be drawn up fro;n such
examples as a pointer to what u developing
society should demand from a university be-
sides its educational obligatio!s. The re-

search which, at U.C.N., is done by "'L'hcIn-
st Ltute for Development Studie~" i..>to be
seen as an expression of such ~lms. ~he
tasks of the institute are formulated by
the government which assists in creating the
necesnary financial background by virtue of
which the institute is more independent than
other faculties or departments carrying out
research. A parallel to this is the research
and deve opment activities within the field
of low cost housing being carried out at the
U .C .:;. by the Housing Re search and Develop-
ment Unit attached to the Faculty of Archi-
tecture, Design and Development.

These hitherto modest activities are clearly
orientated to~ards society. Problems an~
tasks are defined by society and are gUided
by a communal board representing the univer-

of certain industrialized equipment from
western coun t r-Lea wh i c-, in principle could
be manufactured at home.

ur-I ng its short Ylor'cir.gperiod, the planning
team has not had the opportu~ity to study the
report of 1"62 written by the Da.vidson r~icol's
Committee which analysed the needs and priori-
ties for the University of East Africa.

The summary of this report, as given by Ashby,
indicates ge:leral agreement between what has
been stated i~ the preceding paragraphs and
the committee'G proposals to expand different
types of extra-illural activities.

CG~iCLU3IO

As mentioned in the int~od~ction it is clear
that this pape r l, s lLn.Ltea l t self to point-
ing out a numbe-r-0" factors about which the
pLa nn i ng au t ho r i t a, s should 0 Lrn'o rmed , in
general or i det~il, before decisiors on
university development can be finally taken.
The tasks handed over to firms of pure archi-
tects is therefore to a lesser extent con-
cerned with considerations of university
functions, organization patterns, education
patterns, renearch facilities etc •• The
prelimina.ry proposal for a conprehensive
development plan is therefore based first of
all on town planning considerations and
theories with the result that the planners
have oecome ,"-,';lUreof t he more general need

, for concentration and flexibility within
the physical forra and shape which, among
other factors can be deducted from these
np t e s ,

sity and the interested parties in ~~ g6vern- If a more detailed long-term plan is re-
illent.Similarily there is the intention to quired on the basis of a real analysis of
create a research and develGpmcnt activity education, and indeed the author believes
wi thin the field of industrial design wha ch this to be the right ppr-oach, then a very
could serve the purpose of making East Africa big task lie..,ahead i)'1collecting all the
indepenqent of the unnecessary iraportation necessary dat~.
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APPENDIX B
EXAMPLES OF UNIVERSITY PLANS

Context Page

UNIVERSITY OF EDINGBURGH
Great Britain

3

UNIVERSITY OF LOUGBOROUGH
Great Britai:'l

4-5

UNI~iRSITY OF ESSEX
Great Britain

6-7

UNI~"-;RSITY OF ODENSE I 8-9
Denmark

UNIVERSITY OF MARBURG
'II. Germany

10

UNIVERSITY OF BOCHUl4

W. Germany
11
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B. Examples of University plans

In this section we have tried to extract some
examples, which could illustrate either special
or general principles for contemporary univer-
sity planning.
It seems to be a general trend that the
internal structure of universities, i.e. the
functional pattern, will form the basis of
the physical planning. In the last ten years
academic planning has been especially concern-
ed with specializing, concentration, !le!ibi-
lity and co-operation between the faculties.
These are then the elements one wY11 see,
reflected, more or less distinctly, in the
present plans.

, ~
The examples given illustrate different types
of universities, ranging -from the university
within a city (University of Edinburgh),
through the removed university with close
links to the city (Lougborough, Essex, Odense
and Marburg), to the university which is a
city in itself (University of Bochum).
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UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH, Great Brltain.

Architect: Percy Johnson-Marshall.

PREFACE

The University of Edinburgh is an instructive
example of a university within a city. It has
on the one hand the advantage of an almost
complete integration of students and society,
and on the other, the problem of adequate
space. In the past this has involved the
establishment of parts of the University in
places separated from their original centre.
The architect considers that it would be un-
fortunate if the University were permanently
to be broken into widely scattered and sepa-
rate parts. The University should occupy one
coherent area and steps should be takenl
immediately to unite the parts at present
separated.

THE BASIS OF PLANNING

A committee set up by the Un"versity reached
the conclusion that the most rational and
sensible form of development was in fact
around George Square for all but the science
faculties, which would remain on their actual

site a mile and a half south of the Unlver-
sity~ea.

1;10.000

As Edinburgh has a very fragile and beautiful
skyline it was recommended, that, except for
two tall buildings already approved, the
University should consist of fairly low build-
ings forming quadrangles and urban spaces.
The plan should provide for flexibility. This
can be done in two different ways:
1. Building temporary and very light structures.
~. Erecting permanent buildings with some

flexibility within the buildings.
Permanent buildings were chosen in order to
produce continuity in Edinburgh's building
tradition.
THE MASTER PLAN

~Johnson-Marshall was appointed planning con-
Gultant to the University in 1961. He was
asked to prepare a plan not only for Univer-
si~y buildings but for a comprehensive develop-
ment area involving other uses, such as a
shopping centre, offlces and housing, in close
proximity ,to the U iversity, and covering an
area of 125 acres.
Circulation and parking. The pedestrians will
be separated from motor traffic by means of
upper level decks and bridges.
At street level most of the building sites
will consist of carparking.
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• AGADe::MIC ~'5 • REil"5I~"tIItJ... ~'$

UNIVe.~SITY OF I,.OUC,.H~OROUC,H

LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF 'fECHNOLOGY,
Great Britain.

Architects: Arup Associates.

PREFACE

The University is a technological institution
which is a new type in Great Britain.
The Vice-Chancellor M.L. Haslegrave says in
a statement about the University plans: "On
the building side, there are many who wish to
erect impressive, palatial buildings - to
build for posterity. There are many who press
for highly specialized facilities being built
permanently into the fabric - so making build-
ings unsuitable for other purposes without a
large expenditure of effort and mone • Tne
plans that have been prepared by o?r architects
take account of the need to ake he utmost
use of scarce resources. They provide for
flexibility. "

THE PROBLEM

The architect's statement about the planning
of the Campus.
A stage will inevitably be reached when the
problems of expansion or conversion of build-

1:10.000

Th~ ~rchitect's prtpo.al is to develop a
pRwtp~n of d•• riplln Whllh wil ensure a
.en ,1' of' order -an d cc n t Lr u ty .in the develop-

ment, buw wnich will be flp<ible enough to
provide th~ ~ramework withLn which future re-
quirements can be met.

THE BRIEF

The Brief was to prepare a master plan for the
growth of the xisting College of Technology
wlth about lCoo studpnts into a University
of Techn010gy with about 5000 students or
more.

The mastpr plan s,ould provide for:
The possibility of changes in the academic
structure. AlmoGt complete residential accom-
modation on the site. Cnange of use of teach-
ing areaD. Vary~ng rates of expansion. The
lnt gration of thp existing college buildings.

Th total grea of the site owned by the Col-
lege is about'J3o acres, including the exist-
ing re~idpntial and academic developments
which occupy about 40 acres.
The site has a fairly consistent cross section

~ore a strong case for a predetermined plan.
ing become impossible to solve. There is there- and slopes steeply to the North.

Residential Accommodation. Loughborough is
:B 4



1

CROSS SECTION THROUGH RESIDENTIAL AREA

fairly unusual among the new universities in
requiring nearly 100 % residential accommo-
dation on the site. Tnis will account for
nearly half of the total university building
area.

THE MASTER PLAN

Academic areas. Physical continuity between
the various buildings is strongly recommended
in order that future re-organization of the
space use may be inhibited as little as
possible and expanding units not overflow
into physically separated buildings.

~••
EXPANSION

BUILDI N6S MORE UKELY TO CHAN6E

6U/LDIN6S NOT LIKELY TO CHANGE

Diagram showing growth pattern. The buc.Ldd ng s most likely to change

and expand are placed t ovar-ds the periphery t while the residential

ha.r 13 are placed in the central area.

Circulation. It is proposed that pedestrian
and vehicular traffic will be segregated as
far as possible. The gradient of the site
facilitates this by making necessary the
creation of several levels traversing the
comp~ex. A ~~twork of roads run through the

scheme at ground level, with the pedestrian
routes mainly confined to the upper levels
of the complex.

Car parking. If the present ratio of cars to
students - 1:4 - is maintained, and it is
more likely to increase, the area of car park-
Lng will be in the order of ten acres. Provid-

Residential areas. The size of the halls should ,ng this as surface parking would be at the
be of about 250 students. All floors should be ~xpense of the sports facilities. It is there-, .

accessible by stairs to encourage informal fore suggested that, as the fall in the site
I

necessitates either cutting and filling orand casua~ meetings.

The pedestrian decks should run in several
levels under, over, or thrQugh the residential
buildings.
It is intended that the central zone of the
development should be designed to create a
series of interlocking spaces contained by
the halls of residence and the communal build-
ings. These buildings are also less likely to

~ange than the academic buildings. B 5

building the lowest floors above the slope,
the latter meth~d should be used, and the
voids thus formed Qe used for car parking.



day be big, very big by present English
standards. I mean not less than 10.000 students. About size and concentration. The Essex scheme
If Essex is to have a high place in the of 6.000 if not of 10.000, is theoretically
hierarchy of universities, it must attract more concentrated than any other.
absolutely first-rate staff. To do this we A principle was to abolish the idea of specific
must give the staff scope, and scope means teaching buildings at all, but rather try to
big departments, and big departments mean, make a continuous teaching building which can
in time, a big university. remain continuous and become larger in the

future.

UNIVERSITY OF ESSEX, Great Britain.

Architects: Architects Co-Partnership.

BASIC IDEAS

In a statement about the planning five basic
ideas were pointed out.

The first one concerns size. Essex must one

A second idea concerned the relationship
between departments. The disadvantages of
having big departments are that they can
grow into departmental isolationism and self-
sufficiency. This should be avoided because
the departments have much to learn from each
other and because many of the growing points
of knowledge fall between departments. We
aimed, therefore, to group our departments
in schools, though most departments will be
members of more than one school. We wanted
this close link between departments to be
reflected in the physical plan.

The third idea was about residence. The idea
of a college or a hall of residence was reject-
ed, because the students should have as much
freedom and responsibility as possible. And
I was anxious to avoid an institutional kind
of life so we decided to provide flats.

The fourth idea was to integrate the teaching
buildings with the residential buildings: We
have aimed at merging the teaching;and the
social life of the students. '

IThe fifth idea arose from the siting of the~ .
University, and possible links 'between it

and the community it serves. We felt that
there should be as strong a link as possible
between the University and Colchester (the
nearby town).

THE MASTER PLAN

The site is about 204 acres. It is a simple
eighteenth-century park. The site is quite
unlike all the country around it, it has a
big valley. The other main thing which
influenced the plan was the close relation-
ship and integration of the various schools
and disciplines.

Circulation and parking. For the first ten
years the servicing of the buildings takes
place from one road. There are two car parks
coupled with parking underneath the causeway,
and this should deal with the needs of the
staff for the next ten years.

Pedestrian movement will be up and down the
street with teaching on either side, although
the centre of teaching will really be at one
end. There are also pedestrian ways at right
angles feeding the residential towers. Every-
body should be within five minutes walk from
the centre.

The plan. The architects believed that to
implement the general idea, not only had they
to concentrate teaching in the centre but
simultaneously had also to allow for the
expansion of the teaching buildings and yet
maintain the residences right in the centre.

Residential towers. The flats are grouped,
twelve or thirteen, around a kitchen and a
common room, and the only way to the flats
should be through the common rooms.

Academic buildings. The main buildings stretch-
ing in a l~ne back and forth across the central
spine are proposed at 60 ft. wide, with short
30 ft. wide linking sections. The proposition
is that all academic accommodation can be
satisfabtorily planned within these constraints.

B 6
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CENTRE FOR HIGHER EDUCATION AND RESEARCH,

Odense, Denmark.

Architects: Krohn & Hartvig Rasmussen with
Knud Holse-her.

Landscape: J0rgen Ve "terholt.

teaching rooms, and students' common rooms
and canteens. The shared use of these rooms
is desirable both for economic and social
reasons.

PREFACE FACl;L'rIES

The authors envisaged that the new centre
should be considered as an entity, whereir
every possibility should be afforded for
close contact between teachers and students,
research and teaching activitIes and between
the various facu:ties.
Along with these stipulations was added the
requirement that the new c,ntr should be

In the faculty and departmental areas, those
rooms in most common u,e i.e. general teach-
ing rooms, laboratories, collective studying
facilities etc. are placed nearest the central
area on the one princip'e that the majority
of st~dents are collected cen~rally for the
oake of short cir~ulation.
Rooms used ~cr reG,ar'h and other specialized

capable of adapting itself fully to further purpose~ whLch erve fewer of the University's
demands made by any new dev~LopmentG in 'cience ryopulatioL ~rp placed towards the perIphery
and education. The need for a flexible and of the buildln~ area, giving quieter working
economic soLu t i on was -~13o stressed, Incorporat- conditions. Mo r-e ov r , wr er-e the actual space
ing short conGtruction and developm nt periods. requirements are difficult to predict, a
The site is about £~oo acre0 and he z of 0 rLohprA pralt~or a':ow. bettor extension
the University i> abolt 5000 stulen >. ~pp~e
is no re si jentlal area Wi t h ir t hc -i+e , b cau E'

the U~lversity wanted the student, to form an
integral part of the life in the town.
The Centre con~ains the following departmentc:
Medical Science, Facu.ty of Arts, Social
Sciences, Veter nary, and Agronomy.

OVERALL LAY-OU'f: CHOICE OF BUILDING 'fYPE

The unlimited phyG~cal and technical building
structure of the University requires an archI-
tectural order, an intellectua' discipline,
that will above all determine the organiza-
tIon of the Centre.
Thus, when one considers the Centre a an~
entity, i~ terms of its educationaL and

(
scientific functions, the for of the build-
ings will express this ertity as a univers't
town. '

THE CENTRAL AREA

The cen ra area forni~g the spIne of the
Universi+y e-ontai~s the communal facilIties
Guch as adminis ratlon, the main university,
library and reading rooms, auditoria, ordinary

/

pcs ••ibilitie.-.

CIRCULATION AND TRA~FIC

[n buildingu of this scale, ie<ign~d primarily
for pedestrian traffic, all previous ideas on
composition muat be rejected. Th0 natural
walking speed must be included in the basic
criteria.
There is a screened parking area from which
the Campus is approached. The traffic system
is segregated with cars using the central one
way roads beneath the central pedestrian
deck, thus allowine the pedestrians free
and safe circulation throughout the site.

EXPANSION

There are various possiblities for expansion:
Building up the periphery, infill building,
building over existing buildings, and build-
~ng whole n w faculties or departments in
th~ remain{ng open areas. The plans provide
for a certain egree of expansion within the
existi g faculties, and n,w depart~ents can
b~ eas"~y creatpd wit~out encroachment on
the c~ntral area.

B 8
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.ACAD~MIC, 5L-DC.S.

UNiVeRSITY OF MARaLJRq

UNIVERSITY OF MARBURG, W. Germany.

Architects: Marburg City Planning Team,
Kurt Schneider.

PREFACE

Towards the end of 1961 it was decided that
new buildings for the Faculties of Science
and Medicine, including clinics, of the
Philips University, Marburg, should be
erected.

For want of a suitable site in town a wooded
site of approx. 625 acres east of the town
was chosen. Here the Faculties of Science and
Medicine were to be placed, while those· of >

Theology, Law, and the humanities were to
("

remain in the centre of the town. T is meant
a removal of 85 % of the University, or appro~.
seven million square feet. Thus, kt i~ almost
a whole university.

THE BASIS OF THE PLANNING

The long debated university reform had to be
considered. In view of the continuous progress
of the sciences and their aids, of the increas-
ing number of students, and of the varying
syllabuses, it is obviously impossible to

\

I '

1:10.000

reach an unambiguous definitIon. The variabi-
lity of the theme can only reflect variability,
exchangeability, and flexibility in the build-
ing project. The increasiag specialization
necessitates a close co-operation between
facultIes. What is aimed at is, therefore, a
concentrated campus for approx. 10,000

students.

THE MAS'rER PLAN

With its 625 acres the site is within the
limits of the area recommended. There seems
to be ample space reserves. Good communication
facilities to the campus have been secured.

Circulation and parking. There will be one
main access road, with direct connRction to
the parking grounds. Secondary roads will be
for delivery of supplies only. There is to be
surface traffic, but pedestrian traffic be-
tween faculties is segregated from the
vehicular traffic. Maximum walking distance

/

wit.hin the area. is approx. half a mile.

The bui~ding system. The basic element of the
scheme is an adaptable building system, which
by addition in every direction permits any
type of building required. Facades and parti-
tion~ are movable, thus enabling extensions
and changes of room sequences to be made.

B 10
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UNIVERSITY OF BOCHUM, W. Germany.

Architects: Hentrich & Petschnigg, Dipl.-Ing.

PREFACE

The University is required to serve a popula-
tion of about six million people liv1ng withi,
a radius of 36 miles. The site area is approx.
1,310 acres and the building activity is
calculated to go on for the next twenty years

1

':10.000

2. The univcrdity tsalf can not develop any
fur"her a~ a bui.din~ complex, but must,
on ac i our ::>f it ,l.e and JLfferentiation,
be built a 'l town navlng a specific shape
and f~Lctio~a patt!rn.

3. The Bochl~ plan i~ based on a high degree
of centralizdtioh, which 1S believed to
be the mo t suitable and economic principle.

or so. The basis of the planning is the German 1. The arc~itectural design should be express-
THE UNIVERSITY AS AN ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEM

classical university concept plus the new
ideas inherent in the Bochum reform.

THE STRUCTURAL PATTERN OF BOCHUM, A DECIDING
FACTOR FOR THE BUILDING PROJECT

1. This is a comprehensive university of .
between 10,000 and 15,000 students. (,

2. The main principle is an all-round coupling
of subj~cts (faculties) and optimum co-.•.
operation.

ive of the following factors: advanced
university views, flexibility, variability,
economy, and prefabrication.

2. The mor' concentrated the app~arance of
the fun~tions and bu~ldlngs of the campus,
and the more pronounced the introduction
of ideas of rationalization and economy -
the more important it is for the central
areas of the campus to be individually and
pxpres,ively des~gned.

3. The engineering sciences will be integratpd. CIRCU~ATIuN

THE UNI~RSITY AS A TOWN PLANNING PROBLEH

1. Because of its size and nature the
university as such can not be developed
any further as a city university.

Vehicular and pedp~trian raffic are segregat-
d. The pedestrian tr.afficis at surface level,

while vehicular traffic is at one or more
underground evels beneath the central area
and pedestrian streets.

B 11
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